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From the Commanding General...

Happy New Year

Commanding General
108th Training Command (IET)

This is a new year of transition
and change.The Army is in a constant state of flux and this year is no
different.There are many leadership
changes that will happen in the
coming months. Gen. George Casey,
after a long and distinguished career will be leaving as the 36th
Chief of Staff and be replaced by
Gen. Martin Dempsey, commanding
general,Training and Doctrine Command. His Command Sgt. Maj., Kenneth Preston, 13th Command Sergeant Major of the Army, will also
be retiring. Lt. Gen. Mark Hertling,
current deputy Commanding General for Initial Military Training has
been chosen to be the next Commanding General of United States
Army Europe, replacing Gen.Carter
Ham, who is going to be the Commanding General, U.S. Africa Command. Mr. Robert Gates will also be
leaving as the Secretary of Defense.
He has been the Secretary for two
different administrations and is due
to leave this summer.
In our command, there are also
leadership changes occurring. Col.
(P) Ray Royalty, ACOS G-3 has been
nominated by the President of the
United States to become a Brig.
Gen. and take command of the
95th Training Division (IET), taking
the reins from Col. Bill Soderberg,
who did a great job as the acting
commander. Col. Daniel Christian,
Commander of 4th Brigade, 98th
Training Division (IET) will leave
command and become the next
ACOS G-3. Col. Laura Sievert will
become the next ACOS AC-Strategic
Initiatives, taking over from Col.
Karl Voigt, who will retire in April.
Lt. Col. (P) William Harris will become ACOS G-1.
The Long War on Terror is in transition.The Republic has 30 thousand soldiers in Iraq currently and
is looking to wind down operations

DoD and the Military Services have
asked for 60 days for a deliberate
planning process to implement.
DoD has also asked the Army to reduce its current force structure by
49,000 soldiers in the coming years
on base of 569,400.The Army’s end
strength is currently at its highest
level since the early 1990’s.
With the Long War on Terror
now in its ninth year, the Army as a
profession is pausing to take a hard
look at itself to reflect on where

sionals should read.
There are a number of changes
that that affect us in the training
community. Command Sgt. Maj.
Payne addresses a few of these in
his article. Consolidation of the
Drill Sergeant School at Ft. Jackson, S.C., reduced Regional Training
Center missions, the ANA mission
that I mentioned above and all the
myriad of changes that are occurring in the Initial Military Training
world are just a few.
With all that is changing
around us, it is our values
and our ethos that remain
constant. Our values… Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Selfless
Service, Honor, Integrity,
and Personal Courage are
constant. Our ethos… I will
always place the mission
first, I will never quit, I will
never accept defeat, I will
never leave a fallen comrade, remain constant. Placing the mission first, taking
care of our soldiers and their
families are all constants.
Change will be all about us
this year… embrace it, figure
out how we can again excel with
everything that is going on. I look
forward to working with all of you
again this year.
Victory starts here!

The Long War on Terror is in
transition. The Republic has
30 thousand soldiers in Iraq
currently and is looking to
wind down operations by
the end of 2011.
it is currently, how we have transformed as a profession and where
we will go in the future.There is a
“White Paper” that I would highly
recommend that all of us as profes-
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By Maj. Gen. Robert P. Stall

by the end of 2011. In Afghanistan,
the decision of the way ahead will
occur this summer on the future of
forces there. It will be conditions
based.This will have an impact on
the NATO Training Mission and
forces 108th have on the ground
(Task Force Scorpion).These are
the trainers for the Afghan National
Army and National Police in the Kabul Military Training Center, Afghan
Defense University, Branch Schools,
and Regional Training Centers.
New things
are happening in
the Army as well.
There will be a
new APFT, replacing the push-ups,
sit-ups and 2 mile
run.There is a
new camouflaged
uniform that will
begin to replace
the controversial
ACU that we are
currently wearing.This is scheduled for roll out in
October of 2012.
Our pay rates, GI
Bill, dwell time are all in flux and
change.
The President also signed a bill
that will repeal “Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell” that will take effect in 2011.
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From the Command Sergeant Major...
The changes continue

By Command Sgt. Maj.
William J. Payne
Command Sergeant Major
108th Training Command (ET)

As of this writing, I had just returned from the Nominative Command Sergeant Major Conference,
commonly known as the Sergeant
Major of the Army Conference at
Fort Bliss,Texas.
A couple of significant events occurred at this conference. First, this
was the last time for us to be addressed by the Army Chief of Staff,
Gen. George W. Casey who will
shortly retire after over 40 years in
uniform.
This was also the last conference for the current Sergeant Major
of the Army, Sgt. Maj. Kenneth O.
Preston. After seven years, by three
years the longest tenure as the Sgt.
Maj. of the Army, he will be retiring
concluding an Army career of over
35 years. As of this writing his successor has yet to be named.
In related stories, Gen. Martin E.
Dempsey, commander of the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) through which we report
as a part of Initial Military Training
(IMT), has been nominated by the
Secretary of Defense to be the next
Chief of Staff of the Army.
Many of us from the legacy 108th
Division served under Dempsey
when he was the commanding
general, Multi National Security
Transition Command – Iraq (MNSTC-I). I can te1l you that from that
experience and as a direct reporting command under Lt. Gen. Mark
P. Hertling and IMT that Dempsey
is well aware of the contributions
members of the 108th and its down
trace units have and continue to
make in his formations both here
in the United States and abroad in
support of Operations Iraqi Freedom, Enduring Freedom and Operation New Dawn.
Speaking of Hertling, he has been
selected to be the new commanding general, United States Army

Europe and Seventh Army. Both
Dempsey and Hertling have had
a major influence in changing the
landscape of IMT. We wish them
both well in their new assignments
and appreciate their leadership and
guidance as they move on to higher
responsibilities.
Congratulations to Col. (promotable) Arlen R. Royalty. Royalty,
currently serves as the G-3 of the
108th Training Command, and has
been selected for promotion to
brigadier general and as the next
commander of the 95th Training
Division (IET). I have worked with
Royalty for a number of years to include being deployed with him in
Iraq. I know that he will do a fine
job in his new assignment.
Also, congratulations to Command Sgt. Maj. Grady Blue, 3rd Brigade, 98th Training Division (IET)
for being selected from a field of
several highly qualified candidates
to be the new command sergeant
major of the 98th Training Division
(IET).
To all of my Noncommissioned
Officer Corps, I really need your
help for two taskers. Both have to
do with taking care of Soldiers.
Late noncommissioned officer
evaluation reports or NCOERS
across the command are becoming a real issue. Minus the ones that
have been sent to Human Resources Command to be permed and

NCOERs that are external to our
command, that still leaves a significant number of NCOERS that we
have total control of that are not
being addressed in a timely manner.
And specifically for the two training divisions, keeping track of your
drill sergeant candidates and getting them to drill sergeant school in
a timely manner. Our drill sergeant
numbers are starting to decline for
the first time in several years.
The number one reason is taking specialists out of the mix of
drill sergeant candidates. But we
also have had a number of drill
sergeants to transfer outside the
command for other assignments,
get promoted out of drill sergeant
status or just retire. Our graduation
rate has fallen below our attrition
rate again.
According to our records there
are more than enough candidates
on the books to fill drill sergeant
classes for the next year. If they
are qualified we need to get them
into class. If they are not qualified
you need to get them qualified. If
we cannot get them qualified we
need to find other opportunities for
them.
In keeping with the Army Reserves “Shaping the Force” philosophy, I need to make you aware of
plans to implement a Sergeants Major tenure / rotation policy.
With this new policy tenure and

rotation will be added for sergeants
major for a length of three years
with a maximum five years by extension with approval of the first
general officer in the chain of command. Within the 108th Training
Command (IET), the final approver
will be the commanding general,
Maj. Gen. Robert Stall. Any extension beyond five years will need to
be approved by USARC.
Hopefully, by the time this of this
release the new policy will be published.
When the policy will take effect will be dependant of what the
Chief of the Army Reserve determines the date will be. Implementation of this new policy will be
based on current assignment.That
is the clock did not reset on January 1st and time already served in
any position will be taken into account.There are currently about 39
sergeant major positions across the
command.
As always thank all of you for the
contributions you make and helping the 95th Training Division (IET)
the 98th Training Division (IET) and
the 104th Training Division (LT) as
part of the 108th Training Command (IET) and the Army Reserve
to be a force multiplier in the mission of keeping this great county
free and secure. I’ll see you on the
trail.
Victory Starts Here!
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Combating suicide in our ranks

By Col. Timothy Welch
Deputy Commanding General
108th Training Command (IET)

Hello Soldiers, Families and
friends of the 108th Training Command! In my second Griffon column I am compelled to write about
what I feel is the Army’s most disturbing trend,“Suicide”.
Suicide is not difficult to define:
It is the intentional termination
of one’s own existence. However,
suicide is difficult to explain. It is a

complex and tragic act, one that is
often unpredictable, inexplicable,
seemingly motiveless and intensely
personal. Among all living species,
human beings are the only ones
that consciously take their own
lives.
Suicides and attempted suicides
within the Army and the 108th
Training Command have reached
an all-time high. As a result, leaders
at all levels are being tasked with
taking a more active role in suicide
prevention. As of 16 November
2010, 140 active duty Soldiers and
71 non-active duty Soldiers were
suspected of having committed suicide.
The Army’s Health Promotion,
Risk Reduction, and Suicide Prevention Study, released Aug. 5 2010,
states that historically, the Army’s
suicide rate has been much lower
than that of the civilian population.
However, the Army’s rate began
increasing in 2004 and surpassed
the national average in 2008.That
year, the suicide rate in the Army
was 20 per 100,000 Soldiers compared with a typical rate of 19 per
100,000 civilians.
In 2009, 160 active duty Soldiers
took their lives, making suicide

the third leading cause of death in
the Army. If we include accidental
death, which frequently is the result of high risk behavior (drinking
and driving, drug overdose, etc.)
the Army loses fewer Soldiers in
combat than by their own actions.
Simply stated, we are often more
dangerous to ourselves than the
enemy.
The Health Promotion, Risk Reduction, and Suicide Prevention
Study also documented complex
pressures -- including overly long
deployments, more tolerance for
high-risk behavior among soldiers
and lax leaders not keeping tabs on
their soldiers as contributors to this
rise. Another complicating factor
was the increased use of prescription anti-depressants, anti-anxiety
drugs and pain medications.
Suicide attempts within the
108th Training Command have
also risen at an alarming rate. In
an effort to combat this trend, the
command is publishing a Suicide
Prevention Program Action Plan.
Included in the plan is information
on leader responsibilities and individual training requirements.The
plan also provides command teams,
suicide prevention managers and

healthcare providers with a link to
a Suicide Prevention Program Compliance Checklist.The checklist is
to be used as a tool to evaluate existing suicide prevention programs
and ensure compliance with new
policies and guidance contained
in AR 600-63 and DA PAM 600-24.
Leader focus must be on training,
care, support and services that help
Soldiers and their Families understand the signs of suicidal behavior and how to intervene and help
when needed. As a first step we
must immediately ensure that every
Soldier has seen the suicide prevention videos “Beyond the Front
Door” and “Shoulder to Shoulder:
No Soldier Stands Alone”. We are
also producing and disseminating
posters that depict the 12 warning signs of suicide and actions to
be taken by Soldiers that observe
them. I urge leaders at all levels to
review unit plans, take a proactive
approach to suicide prevention and
ensure that we are properly communicating with our Soldiers, Families and Civilian Employers.The
goal is to save lives by preventing
the attempts, suspected attempts
and suicides experienced within
the command during 2010.
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Promising new year

By Command Chief Warrant
Officer Shirley Moser
108th Training Command (IET)

Happy New Year to all of you.
It looks like a very promising

year with many new and exciting chances to rise to new levels
of leadership. The 108th Training
Command (IET) Warrant Officer
Program has grown and spread its
wings in many directions. I have
been very privileged to be a part
of this growth and know that with
all the new vacancies, our program
will continue to grow and become
one of the best. I wish everyone
much success in the coming year.
Last November I attended the
Army Reserve Command Chief
Warrant Officer Summit at the
Pentagon.This was a new experience for me. I was filled with pride,
excitement, and honor as I was
ushered through the many gates
and security stations to get to the
conference room. Our group was
taken on a tour and given a brief
history of the Pentagon since it
began in 1941. I was in awe of the
historical paintings, museums, and
filled with emotion when I walked

108th Training
Command (IET)
Are you aiming to become a

Warrant Officer?

For more information about the exciting and challenging career
as a Warrant Officer and about how to submit a Warrant Officer
Application packet, visit http://www.usarc.army.mil/retnwo.htm
or StayAR@StayArmyReserve.com
Minimum Requirements*
• Must be a US Citizen
• General Technical (GT) score of 110 or Higher
• High School graduate or GED
• Secret Security Clearance (Interim secret is acceptable to apply)
• Pass the APFT; meet Height & Weight Standards
• Pass the Chapter 2 Appointment Physical
• Between ages 18 – 46 (waiverable)
• Be a Specialist (E4) or above
• Have Civilian Experience or hold a Feeder MOS
(Except for 153A Aviation)
• Additional criteria based on Warrant Officer MOS
*If you do not meet these minimum requirements but are still interested in
becoming a Warrant Officer please contact your Region’s ARCD Special Mission
NCO for more information on possibilities.

officers will require participation,
into the section where the 9/11
communication, and training during
attack occurred. This building is a
unit battle assemblies. You should
city within itself housing 23,000
have a plan for Warrant Officer Demilitary and civilians contributing
velopment Programs (WODP) at
to the planning and execution of
your units and working with superthe defense of our nation.
visors to keep them abreast of the
I was selected to present a briefing to the Command Chief Warrant requirements for your own mission
success.
Officer of the United States Army
During the summit, we were givReserve and other CCWO’s and
en media training which involved
Deputy CCWO’s throughout the
answering mock questions. The
Army Reserve. Several were choagenda included the importance
sen to present the statistics of the
of telling the Army Reserve story
Warrant Officers of our commands
and how to use the right technique,
to those attending. The idea was
message, style, and understanding
to learn about other reserve commands, their mission, and how they of the Media/Audience.
How do you tell your story to
go about their duties in recruityour peers,
ing, training,
future warmentoring,
The 108th Training Command rant officers,
and day to
the Solday duties. I
(IET) Warrant Officer Program and
diers in your
had to take
a good look
has grown and spread its unit? AbraLincoln
at the 108th
wings in many directions. ham
said,“Public
Training
sentiment is
Command
everything. With public sentiment,
and our issues which included (1)
nothing can fail. Without it, nothing
Warrant Officers involvement in
can succeed.”
the mentorship process, (2) educaMany people do media intertional changes for future warrant
officers (3) job description and rat- views and public speaking without
really thinking why. We all need to
ings on evaluations (4) education
learn more about this process as
of unit leaders on warrant officer
career development and issues and this skill takes practice and can add
a lot to our success as a leader and
(5) communication with ARCD
mentor.
NCO’s.
As we progress through the
Improving the 108th Training
coming year, I would like you to
Command mentorship program intake charge of your career developcluded quarterly publications with
ment and unit education regarding
flyers and advertisements, vacancy
advertisements, inviting all our war- warrant officer issues and concerns.
rants to attend special events: semi- Please join the 108th Training Comnars, recruiting events, symposiums, mand Warrant Officer Facebook
Group and use AKO to communihiring events given by the ARCD
Region NCO’s, and appointing Dep- cate as often as you can. Sign up
for a warrant officer forums, sympouty CCWO’s.
sium, or hiring events and be preI feel like we have broken new
pared to speak about your reserve
ground in many ways but we have
story. Set the example and reach
a long way to go. Education of our
out to become a “great” mentor to a
unit leaders on the importance of
career development, education, and new warrant officer or Soldier and
make year 2011 the best year yet.
the evaluation process for warrant
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Stall promoted to Major General
By Sgt. 1st Class Marty A. Collins
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Maj. Gen.
Robert P. Stall, commanding general of the 108th Training Command
(IET) received his second star in a
ceremony held here Feb. 5 at the
Hilton Charlotte Center City.
Command Sgt. Maj. William
Payne, senior enlisted advisor to
the 108th Training Command (IET)
and Stall’s wife Nancy watched as
Lt. Gen. Jack C. Stultz, Chief of the
Army Reserve and commanding
general of U.S. Army Reserve Command, affixed the two-star rank on
Stall’s ACU jacket. Nancy then handed Stall his new beret adorned with
two stars. Stultz, a former member
of the108th Training Division, then
issued the oath of office to Stall.
“What I want the audience to understand is how special this is, you
see it takes a lot to become a general officer in the Army Reserve,” said
Stultz. He added,“Today we have
about 206,000 Soldiers in the Army
Reserve, a pretty sizable force, and
I’m authorized 115 general officer
positions.There’s not a whole lot of
space at the top. As an officer you
have to be pretty elite to get to that
level.”
Also present at the ceremony
was Brig. Gen. Dwayne Edwards,
commanding general, 98th Training Division (IET), Maj. Gen. (retired) Charles “Skip” McCartney,
former commanding general, 108th

Lt. Gen. Jack C. Stultz, Chief of the Army Reserve and commanding general of U.S. Army Reserve Command gives Maj. Gen. Robert P. Stall,
commanding general, 108th Training Command (IET) a hand after Stall received his second star at his promotion ceremony held in Charlotte, N.C. on Feb. 5, 2010. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Marty A. Collins, 108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs.

Training Command (IET), Ms. Mary
Davidson, special guest of the Stall
family and more than 450 Soldiers
and Family members from the 98th
Training Division (IET) who came
to Charlotte, N.C., for a Yellow Ribbon Program event.

Lt. Gen. Jack C. Stultz, Chief of the Army Reserve and commanding general of U.S. Army
Reserve Command administers the oath of office to Maj. Gen. Robert P. Stall, commanding general, 108th Training Command (IET) on Feb. 5, 2010 at the Hilton Charlotte Center
City, Charlotte, N.C. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Marty A. Collins, 108th Training Command (IET)
Public Affairs.

Ironically, Stall was the commanding general of the 98th Training Division (IET) based in Rochester, N.Y.
before he assumed command of the
108th on June 5, 2010.
Stall said he has had great coaches, teachers and mentors during the
course of his military career and
coaches, teachers and mentors are
incredibly important.
“All of us need to mentor that
next generation coming up, those
folks need our help, our guidance
our teaching and our leadership,”
said Stall.
When not in uniform, Stall serves
as president of Medina General
Hospital in Cleveland, Ohio, where
he oversees staff and operations for
the medical center. Stall has held
various jobs with the Cleveland
Clinic Regional Health System for
almost 30 years.
Stall reflected back on his military career and gave credit to his
family and friends for the support
he has received over the years.
“It’s been a great journey, I’ve
been in now for 33 years and I can
think of nothing I’d rather do. It’s
about being with Soldiers and it’s
my honor to be here with you and
it will always be my honor to serve
on behalf of you and serving as the
commander of the 108th Training
Command,” said Stall.
Stall was an ROTC scholarship recipient and graduated as the Distinguished Military Graduate at John
Carroll University in University
Heights, Ohio, where he was commissioned into the Regular Army.
He was assigned as a tank platoon
leader for the 1st Battalion, 13th Armor in Illesheim, Germany and later
served as a company executive officer, support platoon leader and

battalion logistics officer. He then
served in the 4th Battalion (Airborne), 68th Armor, a subordinate
unit of the 82nd Airborne Division.
He joined the Army Reserve in
1983 as a Soldier in Company B,
2nd Battalion (Airborne), 11th Special Forces Group in Youngstown,
Ohio. He served in multiple command and staff positions for Special
Forces and Psychological Operations (PSYOP) in the 2nd PSYOP
Group in Cleveland.
After assuming command of the
15th PSYOP Battalion in 1997, the
unit was the first PSYOP battalion
to hit the ground in Kosovo following the air war. Upon return, he
became the deputy commanding
officer for the 2nd PSYOP Group
and later assumed command of the
358th Civil Affairs Command in College Park, Md. His next assignment
was as chief of Joint Interoperability Division J-7 at the Joint Forces
Command in Norfolk, Va.
His military awards and decorations include the Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star Medal, Defense Meritorious Service Medal, Meritorious
Service Medal with three Oak Leaf
Clusters, Army Commendation Medal, Army Achievement Medal, Combat Action Badge, Special Forces
Tab, Novice Parachutist Wings and
German Parachutist Wings-Bronze.
Stall is a graduate of the U.S. Army
War College. He holds a bachelor’s
degree in marketing from John Carroll University and a Master of Business Administration from Cleveland
State University.
Stall is a native of Riverside, Calif.,
and currently resides with his family in Lakewood, Ohio.
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History Uncased:

First Army Reserve drill sergeant
battalion arrives on the island of Puerto Rico
Story and photos by
Capt. Jennifer K. Cotten

Reserve drill sergeant battalion on
the island.
The ceremony took place atop
95th Training Division (IET)
Public Affairs Officer
Castillo San Felipe del Morro (“El
Morro”) a fortification overlooking
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — A new
the Atlantic Ocean. El Morro was
chapter in Army Reserve history
built by Spain beginning in 1539 to
began December 4 when 1st Battalion, 389th Regiment, 1st Brigade, protect Puerto Rico’s harbor. Rich
98th Training Division (Initial Entry in its own history, El Morro was a
Training), 108th Training Command fitting location for such an historical event.
uncased its unit colors in Old San
Lt. Col. Jennifer Ryan, battalion
Juan making it the first ever Army
commander and
1st Sgt. Manuel
Vergne, acting
command sergeant
major, uncased the
colors as Maj. Otto
Padron, the master
of ceremonies, described the importance of the unit’s
colors.
“Today the colors serve as a binding symbol of continuity and a point
of inspiration for
the future,” said
Padron.
1-389th, previously located in
Schenectady, N.Y.,
received a perLt. Col. Thomas M. Gantt, incoming commander, receives the manent change
unit colors during the change of command ceremony on December 4. Gantt is now on a mission to bring the unit to full of station order
strength. Photo by Capt. Jennifer K. Cotten, 95th Training Division relocating the unit
to Fort Buchanan.
(IET) Public Affairs Officer

Ryan had to coordinate with several units and across thousands of
miles to transition the unit and its
Soldiers to its new locale.
Col. Donald Stenzel, 1st Brigade
commander, said Lt. Col. Ryan is the
type of leader that has great attention to detail, but more importantly,
she is a leader that knows how to
relate to Soldiers and was able to
ease that transition and give Soldiers certainty in a time of uncertainty.
Ryan said,“I am honored to be
here today and fortunate to have
been a part of moving this great
battalion.”
The 1-389th was one of the
originally constituted infantry regiments of the 98th Infantry Division
in 1918 with its subordinate units
located throughout upstate New
York.
The unit was activated on September 14, 1942, and Soldiers
served in the Pacific Theater and
occupied Japan in support of WWII.
In the past ten years, 1-389th Soldiers have deployed as part of the
Multi-National Security Transition
Command–Iraq and also helped establish the Regional Training Center
at Fort Dix, N.J.
“These are colors that represent
a tradition of decades of dedicated
service and outstanding accomplishments in the defense of our
Nation and these same colors have
been brought across the waters,

Drill sergeants have been training Soldiers on the island since 2001 and on December 4, they uncased the colors of their new unit atop El
Morro. The unit will be headquartered at Fort Buchanan. Photo by Capt. Jennifer K. Cotten, 95th Training Division (IET) Public Affairs Officer.

they now fly in front of your formation,” said Brig. Gen. Dwayne
Edwards, commander, 98th Training
Division (IET) speaking to Soldiers
of the 1-389th.
A drill sergeant battalion in Puerto Rico began as a vision of Maj.
Gen. James B. Mallory III, Deputy
Commanding Gen. NATO Training
Mission- Afghanastan (NTM-A) and
former 108th Commanding General. At the time, he was a brigade
commander struggling to fill the
drill sergeant ranks of the 1st Basic
Combat Training Brigade in South
Carolina.
“We started to look for places we
could go to grow,” said Mallory.
Edwards said Maj. Gen. Mallory is
a visionary leader. He was the first
and most vocal in recognizing Puerto Rico’s record of accomplishment
and unique capabilities and for a
period of years has been driving all
the staff of USARC, 108th and 98th
to see this to completion.
Attempts to reposition the battalion proved to be an arduous
process. Leaders involved decided
they stood a better chance of being
successful if they first proved the
locale beneficial. Mallory said,“It
was easier to simply recruit soldiers
against structure in other locations,
allow those soldiers to drill and
work to assist those units in the
neighborhood and based on results
determine if the location was sustainable and warranted a formal restationing packet be submitted.”
The first drill sergeant was in
place by September 2001 and by
2004 qualified drill sergeants on the
island were helping train Army Reserve units in support of Operation
Iraqi Freedom at Camp Santiago
and Fort Allen.
The uncasing of colors was a culmination of nearly a decade’s worth
of efforts by the 108th working
with multiple leaders and organizations on the island and stateside
to establish a full up basic combat
training battalion of drill sergeants
and cadre on the island, said Mallory.
“A truly historic occasion such as
this is does not happen without a
great deal of leadership and effort,”
said Edwards. He thanked Brig. Gen.
Fernando Fernandez, commander
of the 1st Mission Support Command (MSC), Fort Buchanan for his
contributions to the repositioning
efforts.
Edwards said General Fernandez
never regarded us as a challenge
to his strength or resources among
the troops already on the island,
but recognized this move as an op-
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portunity for all of us to build on each other’s
strengths and increase the readiness of all
Army Reserve forces on the island.
Edwards also thanked colleagues at the National Park Service for hosting the ceremonies
at El Morro and providing such a beautiful
backdrop to such an historic occasion.
The main focus of the day was on the Soldiers who stood in formation for the nearly
hour long event, each wearing their “brown
round” drill sergeant hat, a recognizable symbol
itself.
Mallory said,“We would not be standing here
today but for the dogged efforts of the Soldiers
in this formation to build their unit—for in the
end it was their professionalism, mission focus
and willingness to answer the call to the colors
which won the day.”
The uncasing of colors was followed by a
change of command ceremony where Ryan,
the outgoing commander, passed the reins of
leadership to Lt. Col.Thomas M. Gantt, the incoming commander.
Ryan passed the newly uncased colors to the
brigade commander, Stenzel, signifying the return of her responsibility. Stenzel then passed
the colors to Gantt demonstrating his confidence in Gantt to lead the unit.
The passing of the colors symbolized not
only the transfer of authority, but the passing
of the unit’s lineage and honors, and the loyalty
and unity of the Soldiers in formation.
Gantt previously commanded the 2-321st in
Perrine, Fla., the unit that had drill sergeants
already working on the island for several years
to determine the feasibility of a drill sergeant
battalion. Stenzel said Gantt was a key factor in
the success of building the unit in Puerto Rico
and that he had done a great deal of work in
getting things to happen on the island, and in
creating the unit and its transition to the island.
Gantt’s first mission as the new commander
will be to bring the unit from its current size
of two companies up to full strength. Gantt
said, he promises to move the unit forward and
strive to give it the best footing possible. He
said,“I will never forget that the drill sergeant
is our weapon system.”
Brig. Gen. Robert P. Stall, commander, 108th
Training Command, said.“We have over 10,000
soldiers, over 2,400 drill sergeants and our
business is initial military training and we do
it well. In concert with the active component
and TRADOC, we train over 20,000 young men
and women coming into the military every
year. We now have great opportunities here in
historic Puerto Rico and are looking forward
to working with the Army, Army Reserve units
and National Guard units here.This is indeed a
historic time. Bringing a drill sergeant unit to
Puerto Rico is indeed a historic event.”

Signifying the move

Lt. Col. Thomas M. Gantt returns the colors to 1st Sgt. Manuel Vergne, the 1-389th acting command sergeant major and
guardian of the unit colors. Photo by Capt. Jennifer K. Cotten, 95th Training Division (IET) Public Affairs Officer.

SCHENECTADY, N.Y. — Soldiers
residing in upstate New York
have filled the ranks of 1st
Battalion, 389th Regiment, 1st
Brigade (formerly under command and control of 4th Bde.),
98th Training Division (Initial
Entry Training) for nearly 63
years. With the permanent
orders of reassignment published, the battalion prepared
for its move from Schenectady,
N.Y. to Puerto Rico by transitioning people, equipment,
and a final casing of the battalion colors.
Brig. Gen. Dwayne Edwards,
commanding general, 98th
Training Division (IET) presided over the casing ceremo-

ny for the battalion colors,
conducted on November 20,
2010 by Lt. Col. Jennifer Ryan,
battalion commander and
Command Sgt. Maj. Robert
Downing, battalion command
sergeant major.
“The colors have been
located here since 1948, so
this was a significant day for
its current and previous Soldiers” said one alumni. The
senior ranking alumnus in
attendance was Brig. Gen.
Michael Swezey, commander,
N.Y. Army National Guard 53rd
Troop Command.
This ceremony was an
important farewell to the
devoted Soldiers, so it was

a special touch to have members of the 198th United States
Army Reserve Band performing at the ceremony.
“We have tremendously
strong drill sergeants in this
battalion” said Ryan. She
added,“You’ve all gone down
range repeatedly doing what
you know best, being a drill
sergeant.”
Soldiers formally assigned to
1/389th are being reassigned to
the 2-417th and 2-389th Regiments under the 4th Brigade,
98th Training Division (IET).
The day marked a historic moment as the colors were cased
and moved to Puerto Rico, so
the lineage lives on.
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3-385th Regiment change of responsibility
By 2nd Lt. Daniel D. Maher
Echo Company 3-385th, 4th Brigade
98th Training Division (IET)

JOINT BASE McGUIRE-DIX-LAKEHURST, N.J. — On November 5,
2010, the 3-385th Regiment, 4th
Brigade, 98th Division (Initial Entry
Training) from Edison, N.J., conducted a ceremony on the foggy
fields of Joint Base McGuire-DixLakehurst, N.J. While many people
are familiar with a change of command ceremony, it is far rarer to see
an actual change of responsibility
ceremony conducted with pomp
and tradition.
While a change of command
entails the passing of a command
from the outgoing officer in command to the incoming commander,
the ceremony held on this overcast
day was marked by the passing of
responsibility in the enlisted ranks,
from outgoing battalion command
sergeant major, Command Sgt. Maj.
Ronnie S.Thomas, to incoming
command sergeant major, Command Sgt. Maj. Robert J. Bruce.
The change of responsibility
ceremony consists of several interesting elements. First of all, the
name. Responsibility is the proper
expression for the weight carried
by a sergeant major, as it indicates
that while the commander places
mission first, the top non-commissioned officer in the unit is tasked
with ensuring the welfare of the

1st Sgt. Randolph Weltch stands before the 3-385th Battalion mass formation at Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, N.J. Photo by Sgt. 1st
Class John Salcedo, 3-385th, 4th Brigade, 98th Training Division (IET).

troops. In time of war, this is an exceedingly weighty responsibility.
Secondly, Soldiers will look for
their unit’s colors, (the battalion
flag) to be passed, but the unit standard belongs to the commander. In
this ceremony, the battalion’s NCO
Sword is passed from the outgoing
command sergeant major to the incoming command sergeant major.

CHANGE YOUR LIFE.
CHANGE THE WORLD.

The sword symbolizes the forceful
protection the command sergeant
major brandishes for his Soldiers in
the face of those that would harm
them. In today’s force protection
atmosphere the need for such protection is paramount. And why is
it a sword, and not a sabre? In the
U.S. Army, the sabre is carried by
officers. The sword is reserved for
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the Corps of Non-commissioned
Officers.
So on that gray Friday morning,
on the fields of an outlying tactical
range, all the companies of the battalion formed ranks in witness to
the passing of their own protector
from the old to the new. A token
of appreciation was bestowed on
Command Sgt. Maj. Ronnie Thomas,
a beautifully embroidered reproduction of the battalion colors in
miniature mounted under glass, but
not before he received the highlysymbolic battalion NCO sword
from the Delta Company first sergeant, 1st Sgt. Miguel Nunez in final
deference to his authority and leadership.
Command Sgt. Maj.Thomas then
passed the sword to the battalion
commander, Lt. Col. Brian E. Miller,
signifying the relinquishing of his
duties. The battalion commander
then passed the sword to Command Sgt. Maj. Bruce, thereby delegating authority and charging him
with the responsibility for all of the
battalion’s enlisted Soldiers.
In his first official address to the
men and women of the 3-385th,
Command Sgt. Maj. Bruce affirmed
his commitment to the Soldiers
of the battalion, stating,“I will remain focused on battalion mission
accomplishment, along with my
duties to ensure Soldier readiness
and welfare. Mission first, Soldiers
always.” And in that moment, he
put hundreds of hearts and minds
at ease in the revelation they would
be in good hands, despite the trials
and tribulations that face Army Reservists today.
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Basic training changes to improve combat readiness
By David Vergun

Soldiers on tasks that are relevant
to combat so when Soldiers graduate, they’re ready to go into the
WASHINGTON - Blind obedifight, in a relatively short amount of
ence-oriented basic combat traintime. Soldiers need to understand
ing is out; confidence-building and
thinking-oriented training is now in. how the task is performed and how
am I going to use this task in the
That’s the bottom line of how
fight.They really want to know.You
Comprehensive Soldier Fitness
don’t have to force obedience into
is shaping changes in Army boot
them.They want to be like us, they
camp; changes leaders say are imwant to serve.They have heart.
proving Soldiers’ preparedness for
“Some will perceive this as a
combat once they reach their units,
lack
of discipline. It’s not. It’s confisaid Command Sgt. Maj. John R. Caldence,”
Calpena added. Other CSF
pena, Initial Military Training Center
changes
to basic training are imof Excellence, at an AUSA meeting
proved
physical
readiness, proper
of senior Army enlisted.
nutrition
and
injury
prevention,
“When we went through basic,
said
Staff
Sgt.
Timothy
E. Sarvis, astotal control and fear of authorsigned
to
Fort
Leonard
Wood, Mo.
ity was taught -- you could see the
He
was
selected
as
the
active-duty
fear with that stupid look on their
Army
2010
Drill
Sergeant
of the
faces. Instead of creating obedient
Year.
machines to do what they’re told to
“Soldiers need to prepare for
do when they’re told to do it, we’re
combat
the way athletes train for
teaching our young Soldiers how
competition,”
Sarvis said.“This into think, how to understand the circludes
eating
healthier
foods and
cumstances and make decisions in
reducing
injuries.”
stressful conditions because that’s
He said the new Army Physical
what’s going on downrange,” CalReadiness Training manual,TC3pena said.
22.20, replaced FM 2120 as of Aug.
“Young Soldiers receiving fire in
a marketplace need to make an on- 20.“The new manual stresses agilthe-spot decision whether to shoot ity, flexibility, stability, speed, power,
balance, coordination and posture.
or not under stress,” he continued.
Complex tasks and movements
“We had to radically change the
prepare Soldiers for the operational
way drill sergeants teach to do this
forces,” he said.
as well.They’re no longer strictly
disciplinarians, they’ve got to train
Several Soldiers demonstrated
Army News Service

Staff Sgt. Timothy Vann, drill sergeant, with Echo Co., 3rd Battalion, 323rd Inf. Regt., 98th
Training Division (IET) instructed basic combat trainees of Foxtrot Co., 3rd Battalion, 13th
Inf. Regt. how to break down and re-assemble their assigned M-16 rifle at Ft. Jackson, S.C.
in Sept. 2009. Photo by Sgt. Christina Dion, 108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs.

physical movements trainees are
now required to perform. Most of
these movements are actually done
on the battlefield, such as moving
into and out of cover and concealment, crouch running, moving
around and under obstacles, sprinting, jumping, explosive power and
landing, according to one of the
trainers.
Teaching culture, beliefs, values
and behaviors are also part of basic training now that CSF is being
used.“We used to train the seven
core Army values — loyalty, duty,
respect, selfless service, honor, integrity and personal courage — using PowerPoint slides,” said Sarvis.

“This didn’t hold their attention
very well. Now we use interactivescenario-based training, which allows Soldiers to interact with the
videos, making decisions along the
way and reinforced by the drill sergeants.”
Resiliency training is an important aspect of basic.“It’s a huge
deal,” said Sarvis, explaining Soldiers
now need to bounce back from
stress. He said trainees are given
the Global Assessment Tool within
the first 10 days of training and the
Army then tracks how they improve or decline over their careers.
(see Basic Training page 14)
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Basic Training
(Continued from page 13)

GAT is a self-appraisal
designed to boost personal growth, strengthen
relationships and give
Soldiers better coping
skills for dealing with
potentially traumatic
events. GAT can also be
used to indicate when
Soldiers need to seek
professional help.
A sampling of the
roughly 200 questions
on the GAT:
“Quick, yes or no:
— “I believe my life
has a higher purpose?
— “I believe in our
mission?
— “I can call people I
know in an emergency?
— “I trust the team I
work with?
— “I feel comfortable
with my family support net?”
“Twenty-five percent
of all drill sergeants
Staff Sgt. Timothy Vann, drill sergeant, with Echo Co., 3rd Battalion, 323rd Inf. Regt., 98th Training Division (IET) instructed basic combat trainees of
Foxtrot Co., 3rd Battalion, 13th Inf. Regt. how to do a 9-Line Medivac Request while on field training exercise at Ft. Jackson, S.C. in Sept. 2009. Photo by
are master resiliency
Sgt. Christina Dion, 108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs.
trained; they can help
show how trainees can
quired for score.“We all know that
in combat instead of a traditional
said Staff Sgt. Melissa C. Solomon,
effectively deal with
assigned to the 108th Training Com- raised hold, she said. A five-round
stress,” Sarvis said.
one shot at the enemy might not be
shot group replaces a three-round
mand (IET), and selected as the
Marksmanship training is funenough. It sometimes requires mulshot group to better align weapArmy Reserve Drill Sergeant of the
damental to all Soldiers and here
tiple hits for a kill.
on sights. Also, hitting a bulls-eye
Year.“Trainees are required to pertoo, CSF has changed the way it is
“Soldiers learn to shoot like they
on the target is no longer enough.
form remedial action themselves.”
taught in basic.
would in combat,” she continued.
Sometimes two or three wellOther changes include hold“No longer is an alibi given for
“For example, firing around barriplaced rounds on target are reing the rifle the same way they do
a malfunction on the firing range,”
ers.”
Solomon also provided details
about changes in first aid, which reflect current medical best practices.
An example she cited was stopping
the bleeding before administering
an IV.
Sarvis said Soldiers are using
smart phones and applications or
apps to download Army manuals
and videos, which “reinforces training, not taking anything away from
the drill sergeant.”
A question and answer session
followed. A Soldier in the audience asked if the physical fitness
test would change to reflect CSF.
Lt. Gen. Mark P. Hertling, another
attendee, said changes could come
by December of this year from a
working group and that the new
test would better measure combat
readiness.
Another Soldier in attendance,
a sergeant major, questioned the
“more thinking, less discipline” approach to basic training resulting
from CSF, agreeing with parts of the
new approach but citing the need
to continue to instill obedience. He
said he could see two approaches
in his two sons, one a specialist and
the other a sergeant first class.The
younger specialist trained under
the new CSF approach and the older son under the more traditional
approach. He cautioned for a more
balanced approach.
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“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” repealed
Courtesy Army News Service
WASHINGTON — On Wednesday,
Dec. 22nd, 2010 President Barack
Obama signed the bill to repeal the
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy on
gays in the military.
“No longer will tens of thousands of Americans in uniform be
asked to live a lie, or look over
their shoulder, in order to serve the
country that they love,” he said.“So
this morning, I am proud to sign a
law that will bring an end to ‘Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell.’ It is a law, this law
I’m about to sign will strengthen
our national security and uphold
the ideals that our fighting men and
women risk their lives to defend.”
The president relayed the story
of Pvt. Lloyd Corwin who in the
final days of the Battle of the Bulge
66 years ago had taken a 40-foot fall
into a ravine during a fierce firefight.
“And, dazed and trapped, he was
as good as dead,” Obama said.“But
one Soldier, a friend, turned back.
And, with shells landing around
him amid smoke and chaos and the
screams of wounded men, this Soldier, this friend, scaled down the icy
slope, risking his own life to bring
Private Corwin to safer ground.”
Continuing the story, the president said Corwin credited his rescuer, Andy Lee as the man responsible for saving his life. Forty years
later when the two friends were reunited, Corwin learned Lee was gay.
“He had no idea, and he didn’t
much care. Lloyd knew what mattered. He knew what had kept him
alive; what made it possible for him
to come home and start a family
and live the rest of his life. It was
his friend,” said Obama.
“And, he knew that valor and sacrifice are no more limited by sexual
orientation than they are by race
or by gender or by religion or by
creed.That’s what made it possible
for him to survive the battlefields of
Europe. It’s the reason that we are
here today,” added the president.
Quoting Adm. Mike Mullen, chairman of the joint chiefs, Obama said,
“Our people sacrifice a lot for their
country, including their lives. None
of them should have to sacrifice
their integrity as well.”
“That’s why I believe this is the
right thing to do for our military.
That’s why I believe it is the right
thing to do period,” Obama said.
Obama thanked Congress who
put “conviction ahead of politics”
to get the bill done, and he praised
Department of Defense leadership
for their “courage and vision” in the
Pentagon’s review, which laid the

groundwork for the transition.
“I want to thank all the patriots who are here today, all of them
who were forced to hang up their
uniforms as a result of ‘Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell,’ but who never stopped
fighting for this country, and who
rallied and who marched and
fought for change,” he said.“I want
to thank everyone here who stood
with them in that fight.”
The signing of the bill begins the
process of implementing the new
policy, which will kick in 60 days
after the president, secretary of
Defense and chairman of the Joint
Chiefs certify the military’s readiness to implement the repeal. Until
certification, the old policy remains
in effect, the president said.

President Barack Obama signs the repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” which required gay servicemembers “to serve in secrecy and isolation” Dec. 22. Photo by Chuck Kennedy.
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Army Reserve officer experiences the best of both worlds…
By Melissa Russell
Army Reserve Communications

After serving four years as an
Army Airborne Ranger in the 75th
Regiment and six as a Special
Forces Guardsman, Maj. Otto Padron had reservations that the Army
Reserve—better known for specialties like medical and engineering—
would provide the regular adrenalin rushes he had become used to.
Nevertheless, he wanted to find a
way to balance a successful civilian
career as a senior broadcast television executive with a predictable
deployment schedule and the op-

portunity to continue serving.
Today, Padron serves as executive
officer with 2nd Battalion, 321st Infantry Regiment, 98th Training Division (IET) in Perrine, Fla.
“I thought I would miss getting
down and dirty with the Infantry –
I never expected to be as physically
and mentally challenged as I have
been in the Army Reserve,” said Padron.
Soon after joining the Army Reserve, Padron deployed as part of
the 1st Infantry Division’s Iraqi Assistance Group (IAG) where he said
he was able to “quench his ‘hooah’
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thirst” as the executive officer
and an imbedded maneuver
military advisor to the Iraqi
Army in Mosul.
“My day-to-day
activities were to
insure that Iraqi
Soldiers were
‘In the Lead’ as
the providers
Maj. Otto Padron in a broadcast studio. After active duty, Padron
was able to pursue a successful civilian career as a senior televiof stability and
security,” he said. sion executive while continuing to serve as an officer in the Army
Reserve. Courtesy Photo.
“This translated
into less US and
on learning I’ve had, and continue
coalition Soldiers in combat and in
to enjoy, in the military,” he said.
harm’s way.”
“And the Army has been key at both
There were numerous engagelevels… first, the Soldier experiments his team encountered, such
ence has challenged me to lead or
as when Mosul came under heavy
be lead by some amazingly experiinsurgent attacks during Ramadan
enced leaders in very demanding
2006 and his patrol with Iraqi solleadership environments; second,
diers responded to an Iraqi Police
the Army continues to support my
(IP) station’s call for assistance. The academic endeavors – my Bachelor
IP station fell trapped in a complex degree first and now my MBA.”
ambush simultaneously attacked
Padron’s fluency in Spanish came
by IEDs, mortar rounds, machinein handy when he was selected to
gun and small arms fire from both
lead a basic combat training cadre
sides of the road. Padron directed
on a mission in Latin America. His
his gunner to return fire, suppresslanguage skill was also critical as
ing enemy fire and allowing his
his Special Forces unit deployed to
team to push forward to support
South Florida during Humanitarian
the larger attack on the IP station.
Operations in relief of Hurricane
The team escaped injury from the
Andrew and refugee victims. He
ambush and it successfully repelled feels his Hispanic heritage also gave
the attack on the IP station. For his him a unique perspective while
decisive actions that day, Padron
deployed to Iraq.“In my advisor careceived the Army Commendation
pacity, I was able to better relate to
Medal with “Valor” device.
the language barriers and cultural
Padron has come a long way
differences of my Iraqi counterpart,”
from his origins in the island of
he said.
Cuba. His family settled in Miami
The success he has achieved in
when he was 11 and he joined the
his career was recently recognized
military at 21, convincing his parwhen he was selected as the Milients it was his best opportunity to
tary Officers Association of Amerpursue multiple levels of education.
ica Reserve Field Grade Officer of
“There are two dimensions of
the Year. He was also featured as a
learning – the academic and expesuccess story in an Army advertisriential… as I continue to expand
my academic base, it’s all supported ing campaign, and was selected to
participate as a ‘Soldier hero’ at the
by the life experience and hands2011 U.S. Army All-American Bowl.
Padron downplays the accolades.
“It’s been a good year.”
Arizona’s emerging leader in sustainable
He continues to fulfill the promenergy topics is excited to present fullyise he made to his parents, to take
comprehensive online training programs
advantage of the Army’s education
for those who want to be a part of the
benefits.“I’m making good on that
fast-growing solar industry.
today – continuing my officer professional education and now pursu• Training in Solar Panel Installation
ing an MBA graduate degree. It al• Train for the National Solar
ways goes back to representing.”
CertiÀcation Exam
What he considers to be his ultimate compliment came as he was
100% online with 24/7 Student Support.
walking into a classroom at Fort
Learn where you live, work or are
Knox, Ky. A senior drill sergeant recognized him from the television addeployed.
vertising campaign– “He said,‘man,
• Accredited Member DETC
way to represent,’ and he wasn’t
talking about my being a Reserve
• State Licensed
Soldier, or Hispanic,” Padron said.“It
• Approved for Military Tuition Assistance
was about Soldiers no longer being
• Approved for Veterans’ Bene¿ts
seen simply as warriors – I’m just
one example of how we can contribute and succeed in a civilian career field and on the battlefield.”

800.336.8939 • www.sdi.edu
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Singing on the trail
By Staff Sgt. David M. Baez,
108th Training Command (IET)
Public Affairs

the visit from the 3/518th Infantry
Battalion had been a successful and
memorable visit lifting the spirits
of those who could not be at home
during the holiday season.

HICKORY, N.C. — Everyone knows
when a drill sergeant walks into a
room, he commands respect. December 4, 2010
was no different than any
other day. Drill sergeants
from the 3/518th Infantry Battalion, 98th Training Division (IET) entered
through the glass doors
of a different type of
training area on this day,
ready and eager.
The drill sergeants
didn’t enter a Soldier
laden barracks or an old
World War II Quonset hut;
Soldiers from the 3/518th Infantry Battalion, 98th Trainthey entered the Frye
ing Division (IET) made a visit to Frye Medical Center in
Regional Medical Center
Hickory, N.C. in December to lift the spirits of patients
in Hickory, N.C., a town
who could not be home during the holiday season.
which is home to many
Courtesy Photo.
people who are Soldier
supporters. Christmas cheer and
Yule tidings were on the training
schedule during this visit.
This scenario was a bit different
from their routine training missions.
No pushing a Soldier to do their
best on this day, just the happy
voices of a caroling group of drill
sergeants moving about the halls
trying to pass the Christmas spirit
to the residents, staff, and patients.
In fact, the only yelling the drill sergeants might have done came from
their singing voices.
Sgt. 1st Class Jason Porter of the
3/518th said the patients were happy to see the Soldiers. He added,
“You could see they were happy
to see us there. Even the ones
that were exhausted [from various
medical procedures] were excited
to see us”.
Maj. Quentin Johnson, commander, 3/518th, and Soldiers from the
unit visited patients, family members, and staff sections on each
floor of the hospital. Troops distributed stuffed animals to patients of
all ages which left smiles on many
faces.
The patients, veterans themselves, told of their stories from
wars past. One of the patients was
a wounded veteran who described
his days in the Korean War.
The 3/518th made plans to visit
the hospital last September. Sgt.
1st Class Jamie Porter, 3/518th, said
Johnson was receptive about doing something community orientated for their annual Family Day
event. When someone suggested
visiting the medical center, Johnson
jumped at the idea. She added he
immediately began making contact
with the medical center and working the holiday visit into their busy
schedule.
Frye Medical Center staff provided refreshments to the Soldiers as
a gesture of gratitude for spending
time at the facility during the holiday season. At the end of the day
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108th Training Command (IET) wins 2010 Combined Logistics Excellence Award
Story by Spc. Rich Barkemeyer
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — The 108th
Training Command (IET) headquarters company supply section received a United States Army Supply
Excellence Award, recognizing the
section’s proficiency, teamwork and
management skills. Sgt. 1st Class
Dana Lyon, non-commissioned officer in charge of supply with the
108th Training Command headquarters company, accepted the award
from Army Chief of Staff Gen.
George W. Casey, Jr., in a ceremony
held June 24 in Richmond, Va.
The 108th Training Command
was one of three Army Reserve supply units selected by Department of
the Army evaluators as a winner or
runner-up. Army-wide, 82 winners
were selected from 316 submissions.
“We have 200-plus Soldiers to
support with an active guard and
reserve supply sergeant and a troop
placement unit supply clerk,” Lyon
said.“It’s a lot of work, but we do
what we can with what we have. It
is definitely a team effort by Sergeant Samuel Pelton and me to support the Soldiers of HHC.”
To choose the winners, two evaluators are sent to each unit. One
evaluator audits the unit’s property
book and hand receipts, and the
other inspects the supply standard

Staff Sgt. Adam Derrick, G-4, 108th Training Command (IET) verifies his OCIE issue from Sgt. 1st Class Dana Lyon, HHC, non-commissioned
officer in charge of supply, 108th Training Command (IET) headquarters company as Sgt. Samuel Pelton, supply sergeant, 108th Training
Command (IET) headquarters company looks on. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Marty A. Collins, 108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs.

operating procedure, clothing records, arms room procedures, and
file systems.

2724

“They have a checklist,” Lyon said.
“It’s a secret checklist- we couldn’t
see what was on the checklist,
but we knew that 90 percent of it
comes from the Command Supply
Discipline Program. We had a really
good CDSP check done by our G-4
before the evaluators came.”

The 108th was a runner-up in
2009. Lyon said the supply section
didn’t change anything to prepare
for the contest in 2010.
“It was business as usual,” he said.
“We knew what they were looking
for, and we did what we needed to
do.”
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Chief Warrant Officer 4 Roseanna
Smith, an evaluator with the Supply Excellence Award Team, commended the 108th supply section
for their management of sub-hand
receipts, zero serial number imbalances on their property book and
consistently achieving 95 percent
or higher on their reconciliation of
open documents.
“The 108th has an aggressive
supply operation, despite high personnel turnover,” Smith said.“They
completely understand the importance of instilling a climate where
property accountability is a priority
every day. By adhering to the Command Supply Discipline Program,
involvement from their leadership,

and performing the routine
tasks they were able to change
their status from runner up to
winner.”
Lyon will serve as an evaluator in the 2011 contest after being recommended to John Murphy, head of the supply program
for U.S. Army Reserve Command.
“It’s an honor to be an evaluator,
because only one person gets
selected every year,” Lyon said.
“I’ve been in this competition
five different years,” Lyon said.
“The reason I kept competing is
because I think it’s an outstanding program. I wish more supply sergeants would choose to
compete.”

Army Chief of Staff Gen. George W.
Casey, Jr., presents Sgt. 1st Class
Dana Lyon, HHC, non-commissioned officer in charge of supply,
108th Training Command (IET)
with a United States Army Supply
Excellence Award in a ceremony
held June 24 in Richmond, Va.
Courtesy Photo.
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Drill Sergeant graduate leads by example
By Staff Sgt. LaTonya Y. Kelly
108th Training Command (IET)
Public Affairs

FORT JACKSON, S.C. — Sgt. Jon P.
Weberg graduated from the USAR
Drill Sergeant School with high expectations and hopes for a rewarding outcome. He was not disappointed.
Weberg was recognized on December 11, 2010 as the Distinguished Honor Graduate, Class 00111, at Fort Jackson after displaying
the highest standards in testable
academic subjects, leadership abilities and outstanding performance
on the Army Physical Fitness Test.
“Becoming a drill sergeant is a
challenging transition that gives notable noncommissioned officers an
opportunity to guide and motivate
new Soldiers,” said Weberg.“I’m
glad that I’m officially qualified and
can be an asset to the Drill Sergeant

Corps.”
he previously knew. Sgt. Weberg described how attendWeberg explained
ing the Warrior Leadership
how tough the trainCourse prior to Drill Sergeant
ing was while adjustSchool helped him tremening from an Infantrydously. He added,“WLC gave
man into a garrison
me the basic preparation of
work environment.“I
drill and ceremony but drill
was previously active
sergeant school polished and
duty for three years
increased my skills.”
with the 101st AirHe expected Drill Sergeant
borne at Fort CampSchool to be challenging and
bell and the opportuthe demanding training schednity to serve as a drill
ule reminded him of his time
sergeant will allow me
spent at Basic Combat Trainto be on the trail with
a different pursuit oth- USAR Drill Sergeant School graduates stand tall as the narrator ing all over again.
“The most challenging
reads the history of the male and female drill sergeant hat. The
er than Infantry,” said
drill
sergeants
chosen
to
train
Soldiers
wear
the
campaign
hat
as
phase
was the initial three
Weberg.
a testament of their demonstrated professionalism and proven weeks of red phase; the drill
As a drill sergeant
leadership. Photo by Staff Sgt. LaTonya Y. Kelly, 108th Training
sergeant leaders try to mimic
he expects to acquire
Command (IET) Public Affairs.
BCT so that it can refresh our
greater responsibilities,
minds of what basic training
tended
Southeast
Community
Colwork longer hours and
Soldiers
will go through,” said Sgt.
lege
in
Milford,
Neb.
and
received
hopes to see gratifying results. Prior
Weberg.
an
associate’s
degree
in
automotive
to joining the military, Weberg atAfter gaining some experience
technology.
on the trail, his next goal is to beHe joined the Army in 2006 and
come a drill sergeant leader. Weberg
was deployed nine months later to
wants to continue to demonstrate
Baghdad, Iraq.
his leadership skills and to train SolWeberg always wanted to serve
diers for the remainder of his milihis country because he was raised
tary career.
to acknowledge how much the
He is assigned to the 2/377th
country has done for him and his
Regiment, 95th Training Division
family. Weberg added,“I believe it’s
(IET) in Lincoln, Neb. and looks forevery US citizen’s duty in life to
ward to future training missions. He
give back to our country.”
added,“As a drill sergeant I hope to
During the first phase of Drill
gain achievement and lead by exSergeant School, he appreciated
ample while training future Soldiers
drill and ceremony the most bein the greatest Army in the world.”
cause he learned much more than
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Auction raises funds
By Capt. Jennifer K. Cotten
95th Training Division (IET) Public Affairs
Officer

Kodak digital camera, and a gift bag
for dinners at different restaurants
and spent $164.The big successes

OKLAHOMA CITY —- Headquarters and Headquarters Company
(HHC), 95th Training Division held
a live auction following a Welcome
Home Warrior-Citizen Ceremony on
November 7.
The auctioneer’s quick tongue
rattled the words,“The bid is at
$350, who’ll give me $375.The guy
back there in fatigues bids $375.”
The whole crowd laughs since
ninety-percent of the crowd is
dressed in ACU’s. It is after all battle
assembly weekend and the auction
is to benefit the unit’s Family Readiness Group (FRG).
The auctioneer with his quick
wit and selling agenda kept managing to entertain the crowd while
raising the bids.The auction cry
continued.“Who’ll give me 400?
400? 375 going once--375 going
twice--sold to the lucky man in the
fatigues for $375.”
That scenario played out many
more times that afternoon for various items being auctioned. Soldiers
felt like they were getting bargains
while the FRG coffers raked in lots
of money.
Col. Rodolfo Villareal, Jr., a division project officer, said,“I bought
two fishing poles, a CD player,

The auctioneer’s wit kept the crowd laughing as bidders kept outbidding each other and raising more funds for the FRG. Photo by Spc.
Joshua Flowers, 95th Training Division (IET) Public Affairs.
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were the Kodak camera for $50
worth $110, and the gift cards for
the restaurants worth $75 and paid

$55.”
Many of the items bid on were
donated by the local Walmart and
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included fishing poles, cameras, laptop computer and television. Each
of the G-staff sections also created
gift baskets to be sold.
“The auctioneer donated his
service so that was a huge asset to
us. I believe he was able to wrangle higher bids from our audience
than a silent auction would, which
is the format we followed in the
past,” said Maj. Lora Neal, HHC commander.
“This was a very nice event with
a real live auctioneer that added a
whole new dimension of excitement by keeping the bidding going.
I thought it was very worthwhile,”
said Villareal.
The element of a live auction
had the crowd so excited that the
enthusiasm began to spill over into
other areas of the building bringing
the other branches of service in to
see what was happening.
The bidding was infectious and
soon onlookers got involved and
there was a dueling of bids between a soldier and sailor.The item
up for auction was an OU gift basket and in that instance, Navy beat
Army.
One of the big ticket items of
the auction was a telescope which
had been donated by Walmart.The
bidding went on for quite some
time. As the price climbed, so did
people’s curiosity. Soldiers started checking the Internet on their
phones to see what something like
that was worth.

Sgt. Maj. Melanie Karmazsin, who was not in the
unit and was only there as
a guest in support of her
friend who was receiving a
Warrior-Citizen award that
day found herself getting in
on the action.
I had a lot of fun bidding
on the telescope. I recently
moved from Salt Lake City,
Utah to a small town in
Oklahoma near the Texas
border and I now live in the
country with animals, bugs,
stars and a lot of quiet. I
have seen so many stars that
I thought it would be fun to
have one [telescope] to look
at all those stars. I knew
they were expensive, and
I know I really got a good
deal on it,” said Karmazsin.
“I knew I was helping
out the family support, so
really the money did not
matter. I was only going to
go to $300.00, but the major
told me that it was worth
$700.00 so I kept the bid
going. I hope that FRG made
1st Sgt. Andrew Sellon reads information about the next item up for bid, a laptop computer, so
some profit, because I know
the crowd knows what they’re bidding on. Photo by Spc. Joshua Flowers, 95th Training Division (IET)
I made a haul,” said KarmazPublic Affairs.
sin.
Karmazsin eventually paid
are able to not only take care of our
bidding, and the live auctioneer
nearly $400 for the telescope. Once made it a lot of fun,” said Neal.
Soldiers who donate to our breakall the items were sold, FRG had
fast table each battle assembly, but
The funds raised by FRG will be
brought in approximately $2,000.
used to host the annual unit Christ- also take care of the families of our
“The FRG auction was a huge sucmas party.“The Christmas party we HHC Soldiers who are currently decess. Everyone got involved in the
ployed,” said Neal.
have planned will be nice and we
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98th hosts Strong Bonds event
By Staff Sgt. Richard Harris
98th Training Division (IET) Public Affairs

LAKE PLACID, N.Y. — Military
couples, whose duty station is as far
away as Florida, attended the final
Strong Bonds event of 2010 in the
tiny village of Lake Placid, N.Y., nestled deep in the Adirondack Mountains.
According to the Strong Bonds
webpage, Strong Bonds is a unitbased, chaplain led program that
helps Soldiers and their Families
build strong relationships. The program’s mission is to build Soldier
readiness by providing skills the
Soldier can use to strengthen his
or her marriage and other relationships.
The program, which began in
1997, puts couples through a series
of role plays, group exercises and
discussions to strengthen the army
family by creating and maintaining better relationships between
spouses. Military couples face the
same potential pitfalls faced by all
married people with a significant
conflict multiplier such as enduring
long deployments in often perilous
environments.
The Commanding General’s
Strong Bonds Marriage Retreats offer Army couples an opportunity to
refresh and deepen their love and

Main Street in scenic Lake Placid, N.Y. nestled deep in the Adirondack Mountains was the host village of the 98th Training Division final
Strong Bonds event in 2010. Photo by Staff Sgt. Richard Harris, 98th Training Division (IET) Public Affairs.

commitment as they learn skills,
or hone the ones they have, which
improve communication, marital
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understanding and conflict management.
The three day event, led by Chap-

lain (Lt. Col.) Robert Searle, division chaplain for the 98th Training
Division (IET) and Chaplain (Capt.)
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ployment first hand
Stephen Cowart, 1st
and they were proud
Brigade chaplain for
to host the marital
the 98th Training Diretreat. Searle was devision (IET), provided
ployed in support of
couples these tools
Operation Iraqi Freeto better understand
dom.
themselves, their
“When I first expepartners and their
rienced
Strong Bonds,
relationship, which
my
husband
and I
are crucial for copwere
dealing
with
ing with long deploymany
normal
challengments and Soldieres
that
were
exacerFamily reintegration
bated by his deployfollowing tours in
ment experience,” said
Iraq, Afghanistan and
Liz Searle. “Strong
other theaters of
Bonds gave me hope
combat.
and I felt that, together,
“This event allows
we now knew how to
couples the opporcreate a safe place to
tunity to reflect on
have those difficult diswhat is going well,
cussions.”
and where improveThe Army couples,
ments can be made,”
now
armed with a
said Lt. Col. (Ret.) Jim
greater arsenal of
Stenger, former 7th
tools to maintain and
Brigade executive
1st Sgt. Paul Levesque, Alpha Company, 1-304th, 98th Training Division (IET) and his wife Jennifer work through a commu- strengthen their reofficer, 98th Training
nication building exercise. Photo by Staff Sgt. Richard Harris, 98th Training Division (IET) Public Affairs.
lationship, said their
Division.
farewells to each other.
to allow the couples a “date night.”
ner and a general block of instruc“Marital retreats
The event, not only assisted couFor many, this would be the first
are an absolutely critical part of the tion outlining the activities for the
ples in their relationships, but put
weekend and they were off to their date they could remember when
army family covenant,” said 1st Sgt.
military spouses in the same room
rooms or for a leisurely stroll down all they had to do was concentrate
Paul M. Levesque, Alpha Company,
to share stories with other spouses
on each other and practice some of with similar experiences.
Main Street.
1-304th. He understood this all too
For some this would be their first the communication tools learned
well having recently returned from
For many, the deployment experiearlier in the day.
trip visiting upstate New York and
his third deployment.
ence had been a solitary one. There
The Lake Placid area has a num“During the event, they (the unit said they were excited about the
weren’t any friends who had gone
ber of noteworthy natural wonders through what they were feeling
ministry team) discussed issues that marital retreat, but were looking
to explore. Many went on a boat
forward to exploring the countryreflect on values like trust, respect,
back home. But In this group, they
tour of Lake Placid, some strolled
integrity and commitment,” Stenger side during the change of season.
were not alone.
up and down Main Street visiting
Searle confirmed that there would
added. “Army values that build
Through the laughter across the
boutique or bistros, while the more room, Arnethia Anderson echoed
be a “date night” on Saturday and
character, and result in Soldiers BEing a good spouse; KNOWing the is- that would be the best time for the adventurous, traveled 15 minutes
this sentiment. “The event was
to Whiteface Mountain, which was
couples to enjoy each other and
sues they need to address; and DOexcellent to refresh, restore and
ing what is necessary to keep their take in the natural beauty of the Ad- the site of many skiing events durrenew our relationship,”Anderson,
ing the 1980 Winter Olympics.
irondack Mountains.
relationships Army strong.“
wife of Master Sgt.Terry Anderson,
The final day of the event
The following day, after a hearty
It is those very values Soldiers
4th-518th said. “We will take this
brought more discussions, and
breakfast, the participants began a
pride themselves in achieving,
(all) back home and share with othfor some, a chance to renew their
which ultimately, can assist in main- day of workshops, role playing and
er couples.”
vows. Searle held a small ceremony
discussions led by Searle and his
taining healthy marriages.
For additional information on the
in an adjoining room. He and his
unit ministry team. The program
Arrival was on Friday where
Strong Bonds program, visit www.
wife, Liz, knew the rigors of dewould end in the early afternoon
the couples were met with a dinstrongbonds.org.
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From the office of Internal Review...

Beware the “F” word
One of our essential duties as
Commanders, Senior NCOs and
Senior Civilians is that we must remain attentive to the potential for
fraud. Fraud is something that could
not happen to a Training Command.
Fraud only occurs in the corporate
world and could never happen in
an organization that cherishes “sev-

en” values. After all, our formations
are primarily comprised of senior
ranking NCOs and Officers.The unsympathetic reality is that fraud can
happen in any organization, even
the 108th Training Command (IET).
We oftentimes think of the fraudster as a sinister looking character
lurking somewhere in the shadows.

The fact is, those in trusted positions may commit fraud. It may be
for their personal benefit and gain,
or for the benefit of an organization or program. When an individual commits fraud, the benefits
and gains may be direct, in terms of
money or indirect, in terms of promotions, awards, etc. When an organization commits fraud, it is an individual with the intent of benefiting
the organization. When individuals
commit fraud at the benefit of Soldiers, they oftentimes justify their
actions as “taking care of Soldiers”
and this makes it legal. Nothing
could be farther from the truth.
How does fraud begin? Fraud
usually begins by accident and by
simple terms, an inattentive supervisor; or an internal control that is
not in place, or does not work as intended, and something that should
not get through the system does,
and goes undetected. When internal controls are neglected, the potential fraudster “tests” the system
to see what would happen. If this
goes undetected, they try it again,
and again until finally…...a fraud
is born. Fraud has no limitations; it
can be the Company Supply Clerk,
the Commander, the UA, or anyone
in between. All it takes is opportunity, motive and rationalization.
Opportunity can be as simple as
an unsecured laptop and no one is
around. Motive, as simple as a student that needs a laptop at home
for his/her studies and lastly, Rationalization;“the Government can afford the loss and won’t miss it”.Traditionally, the senior the fraudster,
the greater the loss is likely to be.
Internal controls in the form of
laws, Army regulations and the Uniform Code of Military Justice are in
place to mitigate the risk of fraud.
However, failure of internal controls

Reach Your Highest Potential
With AMT Certiﬁcation
You’ve completed your allied health training. Now take your career to the next
level by becoming certiﬁed through American Medical Technologists (AMT), an
organization recognized and respected throughout the industry.
AMT certiﬁes:
• Medical Technologists
• Medical Laboratory Technicians
• Medical Laboratory Assistants
• Medical Assistants
• Phlebotomists
• Medical Administrative Specialists
• Dental Assistants
• Allied Health Instructors
• Clinical Laboratory Consultants
Join the over 43,000 allied health professionals already certiﬁed by AMT. Study
resources and computerized exams at conveniently-located DANTES and Pearson
VUE sites make this an easy and smart choice for those who want to reach their
highest potential. Visit www.amt1.com/qualifications to see if you qualify.

is the catalyst necessary for fraud to
ensue in an organization. One cannot help but wonder, what makes
a Soldier, or Army Civilian give in
to temptation? However, let us call
it like it really is; blatant betrayal of
the Army, themselves and the citizens we are trusted to protect.
How are we to be mindful of
the potential for fraud, what do
we look for? As Senior Leaders,
both military and civilian, we are
obligated to our Commanders to
become familiar with the characteristics and warning signs of fraud.
Some of the characteristics we may
find in a profile of someone at risk
to commit fraud are listed below.
Keep in mind that this is a comprehensive listing and certainly not allinclusive, as many variables go into
making up the characteristics of a
fraudster.
“General” characteristics you may
find in a profile of a fraudster:
• Usually Male
• Intelligent (challenged by “secure” systems, bored with the
job routine)
• Egotistical (scornful of “obvious” control flaws,“dumb” managers, etc.)
• Inquisitive (tempted by the discovery of a computer vulnerability, etc.)
• A risk taker (willing to bend the
rules, take chances)
• A rule breaker (takes short cuts,
self-justifies infractions of law,
rules, etc.)
• A dedicated and hard worker
(first to arrive in the morning,
last to leave at night, takes few
vacations)
• Under stress (suffering from a
personal crisis, such as financial
problems, divorce, drugs, etc.)
• Greedy or has a genuine financial need (illness, drugs, divorce, etc.)
• Disgruntled at work or a complainer (may try to “get even,”
or take what he/she “really deserves”)
• A big spender (expensive hobbies, living beyond their means)
Does this sound like anyone
you know? It should. Studies have
shown that up to 80 percent of the
population, given the right mixture of Opportunity, Motive and
Rationalization, are at risk to commit fraud. A great example of how
an “honest” person could commit
fraud is to look within, a normal
motorist who speeds above the
posted speed limit.The Opportunity exists because the area is known
for few police officers on patrol;
the Motive is that you are running
late for formation; and finally, you
Rationalize within yourself that “everyone else is doing it, I’m just trying to keep up with traffic”. In this
simplest of terms, have you committed fraud, I have!
Lest we forget: Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Selfless Service Honor, Integrity, & Personal Courage.
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108th Training Command (IET) hosts Yellow Ribbon Event
By Spc. Rich Barkemeyer
108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs

More than 450 Soldiers and Family members from the 108th Training
Command (IET) came to Charlotte,
N.C., on Feb. 5 for a Yellow Ribbon
Program event, intended to educate
the Soldiers and their Families on
the many opportunities available
while the Soldier is deployed.
Soldiers from the 98th Training
Division (IET), a subordinate unit of
the 108th Training Command (IET),
will deploy to Afghanistan later this
year as part of Task Force Scorpion
in support of the NATO training
mission.
The Yellow Ribbon Program is a
Department of Defense-sponsored
effort to help Reserve and National
Guard members and their Families
find available resources while dealing with deployments.
“What the Yellow Ribbon Program does is provide information
to the Families before, during, and
after their deployment,” said Maj.
Torya Mathes-Evans, commander
of Headquarters and Headquarters
Co., 108th Training Command (IET),
and coordinator for the event.
“It’s a good program. It prepares
them before they go, helps sustain
Families while they’re gone, and
helps reintegrate them into their
families and work when they return.”
Mathes-Evans said that the Yellow Ribbon Program is a joint effort
between all branches of the Department of Defense.
“This is a ‘purple’ program: Army,
Navy, Air Force, Marines and Coast
Guard,” she said.“We all have Yellow
Ribbon programs because we all
deploy. It’s across the board.”
The event featured presentations
by representatives of such groups

(L to R) Lt. Gen. Jack Stultz, Chief of the Army Reserve, Maj. Torya Mathes-Evans, commander of Headquarters and Headquarters Co., 108th
Training Command (IET) and Yellow Ribbon event coordinator with Maj. Gen. Robert Stall, commanding general, 108th Training Command
(IET) were guest speakers at a Yellow Ribbon program, hosted by the 108th Training Command (IET) more than 450 Soldiers and Family
members came to Charlotte, N.C., on Feb. 5 for the event. Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Marty A. Collins, 108th Training Command (IET) Public Affairs.

as Army OneSource, Military Family
and Life Consultants, Survivor Outreach Services, Employer Support
of the Guard and Reserve, and the
American Red Cross.
“We want the Family members to
know what to expect when the Soldier deploys, and to give them an
idea of the support that’s available,”
said Sgt. 1st Class Mark Wiggins, Sr.,
a chaplain assistant with the 108th
Training Command (IET).
Wiggins said that when he deployed as an active duty Soldier in
2002, this type of program wasn’t
available.
“On active duty, we were all together on the installation, and you
don’t have that on the Reserve
side,” he said.“So a good part of the
Yellow Ribbon Program is to bring
all the Families together and let
them know what’s available.”

The program is also a way for the
Families of deploying Soldiers to
get to know each other and make
connections, said Mathes-Evans.
When there were no presentations
going on, program participants
were encouraged to tour downtown Charlotte and had the chance
to attend a Charlotte Bobcats basketball game.
Also on hand to speak at the
event was Lt. Gen. Jack C. Stultz,
Chief of the Army Reserve. Stultz
spoke highly of the current state of
the Army Reserve.
“You can be proud of what
you’re part of,” he said.“It’s amazing
what the Army Reserve is accomplishing all around the world, not
just in America. What you bring to
the fight with your civilian experience is a force multiplier,” Stultz
said.“The quality of force we have

in the Army Reserve now is incredible.”
Stultz also reiterated the level
of support the Army Reserve will
show for Soldiers and their Families.
“We’re going into some pretty
austere environments in the future,”
Stultz said.“You’ve all watched the
news: deficit reduction, the economy, budget cuts; all that’s coming.
We know as a military we’re going to have to do things smarter,
but one of the commitments we’ve
made is to the Family.”
Wiggins believes that this commitment helps all involved in deployments.
“This is an important program
because the people with the right
mental and spiritual fitness handle
deployments better, and have a
much better outcome,” he said.

The Woodbury Family: Brian, NU ‘10 (MBA), Nathan, NU ‘22 (undecided), Nicholas, NU 13 (BS, Physics)

Join the Norwich University family.
From anywhere in the world.
21 undergraduate programs
9 online graduate programs
2 certificate programs
Online degree completion

www.norwich.edu
America’s Oldest Private Military College.
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Do you want to be a Unit Public Affairs Representative?
As the 108th Training Command
(IET) continues to grow, it will be
difficult for the Public Affairs Staff
to visit each brigade, battalion and

company to cover news events.
Public Affairs is the responsibility of
commanders and Soldiers alike.The
PAO is kicking off the Unit Pub-
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lic Affairs Program
(UPAR), which
will allow any
Soldier to be
the additional
eyes and ears for
your unit and the
PAO. By volunteering you will assume
the duties of UPAR
as an additional
duty. The Public Affairs Office
will hold training sessions and
workshops during battle
assembly (BA) to meet, train, and
certify you as an UPAR.
Do you enjoy taking pictures?
You can be the historian for your
unit. As a Unit Public Affairs Representative (UPAR) you will take

pictures of newsworthy events and
submit them along with stories to
the 108th Training Command PAO
for review and possible submission in the 108th Training Command publication,“The Griffon” and
108th Training Command Website.
Do you enjoy writing? You can
report the news as it occurs at your
unit training events, SRP, deployments, or Family day activities.

Are You?
• Familiar with your organization
• Independent & dependable
• Able to communicate well
• Well organized
Are you able to?
• Maintain a bulletin board with
command information items.
• Publicize unit participation in
community projects or activities.
• Serve as the public affairs point
of contact for your unit.
• Maintain contact with the
108th Training Command (IET)
Public Affairs Office
• Keep your commander advised
of your activities.
Are you ready? Contact
Sgt. 1st Class Marty Collins at
marty.a.collins@usar.army.mil or
Lt. Col. Chris Black at Christopher.
black@usar.army.mil or phone 704227-2820 ext. 4087 for more information.
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It’s Tax Time!
Military OneSource is pleased to announce that beginning Monday, January 17, 2011, we will once again pro-

vide free tax consultation and free
on-line tax filing services to military
service members and their families during the tax season. As in the
three previous years, participants
will have free online access to the
H&R Block At Home (formerly TaxCut) Basic tax product.
A brief overview of the program:
Participants must register for
Military OneSource and log on
to the site for access to the H&R
Block At Home (formerly TaxCut)
Basic product. A separate logon for
the H&R Block At Home (formerly
TaxCut) site is required.
Those eligible for the program
are active duty, Guard and Reserve
(regardless of activation status),
spouses and dependent children
(authorized in DEERS), family
members handling the affairs of a
deployed service member, and severely injured service members or
family members handling their affairs.
Participants will have free access
to the H&R Block At Home (formerly TaxCut) Basic product.Those
with more complicated returns
may incur charges if they upgrade
to the H&R Block At Home (formerly TaxCut) Premium product.
Participants can file up to three
state resident returns for each federal return that they file with the
H&R Block At Home (formerly TaxCut) Basic product.
Participants can speak with a
Military OneSource Tax Consultant

if they have tax
related questions,
or need assistance
using the H&R
Block At Home
(formerly TaxCut)
Basic product.
Find out more
about the program by visiting
the Military OneSource Tax page
and our FAQs at
www.militaryonesource.com or call
800-342-9647.
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Chaplains Corner...
By Chaplain (Maj.) Michael
DuCharme
108th Training Command (IET)

It is January and I am pulling into
the YMCA parking lot and much to
my dismay there isn’t a single spot
in the entire lot! Then it hits me,
New Year’s resolution time. If you
are like me you see little value in
New Year’s resolutions simply because often in our lives resolutions
come and go with very little long
term results.Yet, we all long for
changes in those areas of our lives
where improvement is necessary.
Examples are: taking our health and
fitness more seriously, finding a job
that is more in line with our talents
and worth, being a better spouse or
parent and the list goes on.
So I got to thinking and the question came to mind, why are our resolutions so faulty? The idea struck

me that even minor changes require
a couple of small but
significant efforts;
the first being to
have a plan and
the second committing to working that plan. We
tend to fail in one or
both of these steps thus the workout system we purchased from that
late night infomercial collects dust
or we find another year going by
with no change in our career or becoming the parent we want to be.
What if we make this year different? Why not recognize that we
do have the ability to change if we
bring some organization and commitment to the process. If you
agree that there is potential, the
question becomes how do I get

started? Well the Army’s
Comprehensive Soldier Fitness Program
has a great tool to
help. I recently came
across the document
on goal setting. It provides detailed guidance on
how to set and achieve goals;
just copy and paste this link
http://www.army.mil/csf/downloads/Goals_Book.pdf into your
browser and see what I mean.You
won’t find this to be the typical
New Year’s resolution approach but
a methodical approach to making
some necessary changes.
Often times we pray, God change
this about me or help me to gain
control in this area. Well maybe this
is that answer to prayer. As we commit to a program of change and ask
for God’s help in the process we

will see God’s practical working.
Proverbs 23:7 in the Bible states,
Where [there is] no vision, the
people perish. Vision in a sense is
a goal. God created us for positive
change and renewal.The more we
set goals and pray for the ability
to accomplish them the more our
lives improve and the more readily we see God at work. Why not
challenge yourself to start with a
moment of prayer and ask God for
one area in which He wants to produce change.Then go to the link
above and begin to follow the process of change. As you find accomplishment in this area it produces
faith and anticipation of what can
happen in another area and the
process continues. Do something
different and begin the intentional
process of change today.

Chaplain’s assistant recipient of AJC Army Reserve Achievement Award
By Paul Adams
Army Reserve Public Affairs

Spc. Allison L. Hubbart, a chaplain’s assistant assigned to Headquarters, 1st Brigade, 98th Training Division (IET), Columbus,
Ga., was awarded the 2010 Atlanta Journal-Constitution Army
Reserve Component Achievement Award in a ceremony held
Nov. 18, 2010 at the U.S. Army
Reserve Command Headquarters. Hubbart, one of four recipients, two Army Reserve (Georgia
based units) and two Georgia
Army National Guard, won in
the category Pvt. 1 – Spc.
Hubbart was recognized for
her outstanding duty performance and exemplary conduct

in her current assignment with the
1st Bde., 98th Div.
She is passionate
about her specialty
and the Chaplains
she serves.
As a CitizenSoldier Hubbart
dedicates much of
her personal time
to working with
children in the performing arts arena.
She is currently a
junior at Columbus State University pursuing her
Bachelors of Arts in
Theater.

Spc. Allison L. Hubbart accepts the
2010 Atlanta Journal-Constitution
Army Reserve Component Achievement Award from Brig. Gen. William
J. Gothard, deputy commanding
general (support) and chief of staff,
U.S. Army Reserve Command. Left
is Andre’ Jackson, editorial editor,
Sunday Editorial Page, Atlanta Journal-Constitution. Photo by Timothy L.
Hale, Army Reserve Public Affairs.
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The 108th Griffon Association
The 108th Training Command
(IET) continues to be supported
by the newly re-activated and improved 108th Griffon Association.
The association was created several
years ago to enable former members of the 108th Training Division
(IT) to maintain contact with fel-

There are times when specific
programs and projects cannot be
funded through normal channels.
This is again where the 108th Griffon Association steps up to the bar.
An example of this was monies
raised and given for a marker at Ft.
Jackson, S.C. commemorating 50
years of command association with that installation.
Present projects have been
supporting Family assistance for deployed Soldiers
and for purchasing appreciation awards for outstanding service to the command.
This past October, as part
of the social objective, the
association held a picnic in
the Charlotte area where
many present and former
members, who had rarely
seen each other since leav(L to R) Maj. Gen. Charles McCartney (Ret.), Maj. Gen.
ing the command, had an
James B. Mallory III, Maj. Gen. B. K. Sutton (Ret.) and
opportunity to re-connect
Maj. Gen. George Goldsmith (Ret.), past commandwith each other.
ing generals of the 108th Training Command (IET)
Two events currently in
were reunited at a picnic in support of the 108th
Griffon Association. Courtesy Photo.
the planning stage for 2011
are a social gathering at Ft.
low Soldiers and to keep informed
Jackson, S.C. in the fall and a golf
of the present activities and mistournament. Additional informasions of the command. In addition tion will be forthcoming as plans
to the social aspect of membership, are finalized.
the association was also created to
The awarding of scholarships
support the command with such
for post secondary education is a
tangible benefits as scholarships for primary objective of the associapresent members along with chiltion. This year a maximum of three
dren and possibly grandchildren of scholarships with a $500.00 minipresent and past members of the
mum will be awarded.
command.
Eligibility for these scholarships
ϭϬϴƚŚ'ƌŝĨĨŽŶƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ͕/ŶĐ͘
^,K>Z^,/WWW>/d/KE
&Ăůů^ĞŵĞƐƚĞƌϮϬϭϭ
^ƉŽŶƐŽƌ͛ƐEĂŵĞĂŶĚZĂŶŬͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺͺ
ƐƉŽŶƐŽƌŵƵƐƚĞŝƚŚĞƌďĞĂŶĂĐƚŝǀĞŵĞŵďĞƌŽĨƚŚĞϭϬϴƚŚ'ƌŝĨĨŽŶƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ͕ŽƌĂŶǇƐŽůĚŝĞƌĂƐƐŝŐŶĞĚĂŶĚ
ƐĞƌǀŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞϭϬϴƚŚdƌĂŝŶŝŶŐŽŵŵĂŶĚ;/dͿĂŶĚƐƵďŽƌĚŝŶĂƚĞŽŵŵĂŶĚƐ
ϭϬϴƚŚƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶDĞŵďĞƌŽƌ^ĞƌǀŝŶŐϭϬϴƚŚdƌĂŝŶŝŶŐŽŵŵĂŶĚ;/dͿ^ŽůĚŝĞƌ;ĐŝƌĐůĞŽŶĞͿ

active status, not only for themselves but also for members of
their immediate family to include
children and grandchildren. Those
interested must submit the scholar-

is open to all present members of
the 108th Training Command to
include the 98th Training Division
(IET), 95th Training Division (IET),
and 104th Training Division (LT)
along with members of the 108th
Griffon Association, who have left

(see Association page 34)

Membership Application
108th Griffon Association, Inc.
Please send application for membership to:

The 108th Griffon
Association, Inc.

PO Box 3348
Asheboro, NC 27204
Email - 108thGriffonAssociation@triad.rr.com

Please include a check or money order for $10 or $108 for life membership
(no cash please) payable to 108th Griffon Association, Inc.
Please allow six to eight weeks for your *certificate to arrive at your mailing
address.
Please share this information with anyone who is eligible.

PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION CLEARLY!
PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION CLEARLY

❑NEWNew
Application ❑ Renewal ❑ Life Time Membership $108
APPLICATION
RENEWAL
LIFE TIME MEMBERSHIP $108.00
❑ Number of additional certificates requested.
Please enclose an additional $8.00 for each
Name:_______________________________________________________ Rank:_________________ /MR/MRS/MS/MISS
(as you wish it to appear on your Certificate)
(Optional)
(Circle one)

Address:________________________________________________________________ Phone # (

_)____________________

Cell phone # (

)______________________

)

_____

Fax # (

City:_____________________________________________ State: ______Zip code______________
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•
•
•
•
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Commentary: It takes strength to ask for help
By Maureen Rose

for a worthwhile cause -- he died
honorably, making a sacrifice that
FORT KNOX, Ky. (Army News
would make a difference for others.
Service, Sept. 14, 2010) — WatchUnfortunately, there is another
ing Soldiers carry the coffin of a
kind of death that offers no pride to
warrior who has been killed in acbalance out the grief in the ultimate
tion is a tough story to cover.
scale of justice: Suicide.
Seeing a uniformed brother
It’s a word we’re hearing more
struggle to maintain his profession- and more in the armed forces. Unal composure as he renders a salute, fortunately, there are statistics to
then follows the coffin to its desprove it’s happening more often
tination, makes my throat tighten
among all the uniformed services.
with emotion. Hearing the sobs of
Suicide speaks of painful burdens
a bereaved mother starts the tears
borne by those who’ve ended their
down my own face.
own lives and perhaps even more
It’s a fairly predictable sequence
pain for those loved ones who will
of events, but the predictabiliask themselves “why?” every day for
ty doesn’t
make it any easier
the rest of their lives.
to observe.The grief that comes
They’ll ask,“What could I have
with burying a child is absolutely
done?” or “Why didn’t I see the
unimaginable for me, the mother of signs?”“Why was I so afraid to say
three.
something?” or “Why didn’t I listen
But I suspect that at some point,
longer?”“Why didn’t I take them
the bereaved will feel a sense of
seriously?”“Why did I rely on an
pride.
impersonal professional who didn’t
Pride that the Soldier gave his life know my kid like I did?”

The stream of guilt-laden questions will continue to flow -- sometimes in a torrent, other times barely a trickle -- but never dry up.
I’ve interviewed several people whose loved ones have ended
their own lives.The circumstances
surrounding the deaths and the
victims vary widely, but there is a
common thread among those left
behind.
They all said they would never
be able to “recover” from the grief;
they would never stop asking why,
and they would never forget their
child, sister, or brother.
They all felt they could have
and would have done more if they
had only understood the gravity
of the symptoms being displayed.
They each said they should have
schooled themselves to recognize
the signs of depression and suicide.
As a parent observing their grief
-- even those who are now a decade away from the awful day -- I

swore an oath that I will not make
the mistake they made. I will learn
and I will listen so I never have to
own the kind of grief and guilt they
share.
I have never marched onto a
battlefield or held a weapon in
combat, but I’m convinced that the
toughest wars are waged in our
minds.
The strength it takes to reach out
for help is a different kind of courage, but it’s still courage.
Please don’t cast your loved ones
into that heart-wrenching tide of
grief.Tell someone -- your battle
buddy, your platoon sergeant, or
yes, maybe even your mom -- but
talk to someone if you’re in trouble.
Don’t wait until depression pulls
you under. You think you’re Army
strong? Prove it! Get help!
(Maureen Rose is the associate editor
of the Turret newspaper at Fort Knox, Ky.,
and she wrote this commentary for Suicide Prevention Month.)

served honorably.
Dues are $10.00
per year or a lifetime membership can be
obtained
for $108.00.
The 108th
Griffon Association, Inc.
is a fully accredited non
profit organization and all
donations may be
considered tax deduct-

ible. All members will receive a
subscription to the 108th Training
Command’s quarterly publication,
“The Griffon”, which is an excellent means of keeping up to date
on the army and your former unit’s
outstanding contribution to our
country’s mission.
If you are interested in joining
the Griffon Association, please mail
the application included in this issue of The Griffon, to PO Box 3348,
Asheboro, NC 27204. Again, included in this issue is the scholarship
application which must be submitted by 1 June, 2011.

Association
(Continued from page 33)

ship application by 1 June, 2011.
All monies raised by the 108th
Griffon Association, with the exception of minor administrative
expenses are by association bylaws, to be returned to the 108th
Training Command in one form or
another. The association is administered by a group of former 108th
Soldiers who wish to continue
serving despite no longer serving
in uniform.
Under the direction and guidance of the division’s former commander, Maj. Gen. Charles “Skip”
McCartney, this objective is being

met and is continuing
to improve under
his leadership.
Eligibility to
join the Griffon Association is open
to anyone
now serving
in the 108th
Training Command in either
a military or civilian capacity and
to former members
of the command who has

The 108th Griffon Association Invites You To...

Tee it Up for Soldiers and Their Families
Sept. 26, 2011 — Pine Island Country Club, Charlotte, NC
The 108th Griffon Association is sponsoring the event and
wants to invite you to participate or become a sponsor for
this worthwhile endeavor.
Proceeds are to be used to:
• Provide educational scholarships for Army Reserve Soldiers and members
of their families
• To promote family readiness and provide assistance to deployed Army
Reserve Soldiers’ families
• Provide assistance to Soldiers injured in action through existing charitable
organizations and projects.
The 108th Griffon Association is a North Carolina non-proﬁt 501(C)(3)corporation made up of past
and present members of the 108th Training Command, a two-star Army Reserve Command with
headquarters in Charlotte, NC and subordinate units spread across the US, Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

For more information on the tournament, or to be a sponsor, contact The Griffon and ask for Mike Cullinane 866-761-1247 x 110.
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G-6
DOD Wireless Policy and You:
Don’t expose your network to
vulnerabilities!
The use of wireless devices in
our society has grown exponentially over the past decade. Many
automated devices now come with
embedded wireless capability.This
allows for laptops, PDAs, smartphones, and other commonly used
devices to communicate wirelessly,
which has greatly increased speed
and efficiency in the workplace.
The DOD workplace has also began
to implement and enjoy these technologies as well. Many DoD organizations have began to start investigating wireless options for provide
greater flexibility. However, given
the sensitivity of some data transmitted by the DoD, the use of wireless technology could introduce
vulnerabilities such as compromised data and network intrusion.
The DoD has established wireless
policy guidance to help combat
the vulnerabilities created by wireless technology. Failure to adhere to
this guidance can expose DoD systems to attack. Common mistakes
in DoD wireless implementation
include:
•The use of unauthorized wireless equipment and devices
•Allowing users to bring wireless
devices from home

•Failure of administrators to
monitor the network property
•Failure to implement encryption and authentication IAW
DoD policy
•DoD 8100.2 (Use of Commercial Wireless Devices and
Technologies in the DoD GIG)
establishes policy and guidance
for the use of wireless devices

G-7
Confederation of Reserve
Ofﬁcers (CIOR)
Over the past several years, the
United States Army Reserve had
little representation at the Interallied Confederation of Reserve Officers (CIOR) International Military
Competition (MILCOMP), due to

Soldier’s

Gold Mine
Nuggets to keep you informed

on DoD networks. Also, a comprehensive list of authorized
wireless devices can be found
at https://www.acert.1stiocmd.
army.mil. Familiarity with these
resources can aid both administrators and users in the safe use
of wireless devices.

the frequency of mobilizations and
deployments. MG Stall ordered the
G-7 to assemble a group of highly
qualified Soldiers to compete for
positions on the U.S. Joint Reserve
Forces team in Vermont in July
2011. Selected candidates will tentatively travel to Europe for acclimation and additional training and

then to Warsaw, Poland to represent
United States as competitors in the
official competition. This mission
provides units with a unique opportunity to reward top performers,
demonstrate the professionalism
and competence of 108th Training Command (IET) Cadre members, and ultimately to represent
the Army and the nation. The 108th
Training Command (IET) will send
24 NCOs, Warrant Officers, and/or
Commissioned Officers to Vermont
on 10 July 2011 in order to secure
slots on the U.S. Joint Reserve Forces Team. Individuals selected will
immediately proceed to Europe to
train and compete. The CIOR Military Competition will be held in
Warsaw, Poland from 27 July 2011
through 6 August 2011.
Candidates interested in competing will submit a Letter of Intent to
Compete and their Commander’s
endorsement to the 108th TC (IET),
G-7 not later than 10 March 2011.
The 108th TC (IET), will review all
applications, select the candidates,
and send a list of the selected personnel to their respective Training
Division G-3s NLT 1 May 2011.
Candidates selected will report
to Burlington, Vermont on 10 July
2011 to train and compete for slots
on the U.S. Joint Reserve Forces
Team. Candidates selected to compete internationally will immediate(see Nuggets page 36)

Earn a Prestigious, Affordable Degree – Anywhere, Anytime.
Eligible service members and veterans may attend Drexel University Online
tuition-free through the Yellow Ribbon Program as part of the Post-9/11 G.I. Bill
Q

A 10-30% tuition reduction for military personnel and immediate family

Q

24/7 online convenience

With Drexel University Online, you’ll enjoy:
Q

Over 90 programs online in Education, Nursing, Business,
Library Science, Engineering and more!

Q

Drexel University is ranked among
“America’s BEST Colleges 2010”
by U.S.News & World Report.

Q

Same curriculum, faculty & degree as on-campus

Drexel University Online
Your Classroom. Anywhere ™

Visit: www.drexel.com/Griffon

Suite 300 | 3001 Market Street | Philadelphia, PA 19104

or call toll-free (877) 215-0009
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Nuggets
(Continued from page 35)

ly travel to Europe for acclimation
and additional training. Those candidates who were not selected to
compete internationally will return
to their home station.
CIOR Candidate
Qualifications:
1. Must possess the requisite
character necessary to act as
an ambassador of the United
States; must be endorsed by
the Commander.
2. Must be an NCO, Warrant Officer, or Commissioned Officer.
3. Must be proficient with both a
rifle and a pistol.
4. Must possess the ability to navigate while dismounted.
5. Must obtain a passport NLT
1July 2011.
6. Males must be physically able
to:
a. Run 8 kilometers in 36
minutes
b. Run 800 meters in 3
minutes
c. Swim 50 meters in 50
seconds
d. Negotiate advanced obstacle courses

Chief of Staff
Profession of Arms
In October 2010, the Secretary
of the Army and the Chief of Staff
Army directed the Commander,
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC) to conduct
a review of the Army Profession
in an Era of Persistent Conflict. As
a result, our Army will conduct a
yearlong review of the Profession
of Arms (PoA), which will entail taking a critical look at how the last
nine years of war have affected the
Army profession.
The purpose of the Campaign
is to conduct an Army-wide critical analysis of where we stand as a

profession. It will involve discussion from all cohorts (Officer, Warrant Officer, Enlisted, and Soldier)
at each echelon, and it will involve
those from the operating and generating forces within each component (AC, ARNG, and USAR). This
Campaign will deliver findings and
recommendations for institutional
change, and it will generate dialog
and engagement that will promote
education and feedback.
The Campaign will address three
issues:
• What does it mean for the Army
to be a Profession of Arms?
• What does it mean to be a Professional Soldier?
• After nine years of war, how
are we as individual professionals and as a profession meeting
these aspirations?
Our Army will conduct this Campaign in Three Phases:
Phase 1-Assessment
During this period, the Army will
survey the entire force, and all will
be asked to review policies and address specific questions that either
contribute to or inhibit our status
as a profession.This phase will end
with the delivery of an interim report to the Secretary of the Army
and the Chief of Staff Army in early
June 2011.
Phase 2-Dialogue
To generate broad dialogue and
focused discussion, senior officer
and NCO leaders will be asked to
host professional development forums to generate discussion and
obtain feedback on eight specific
questions.These questions are:
For 1st Quarter CY11:
• What are our current strengths
as a profession/as professional?
• What are our current weaknesses as a profession/as professionals?
For 2nd Quarter CY11:
• Have we identified the right
essential attributes of the pro-

fession/of professionals in the
Army White Paper?
• Are we adequately developing
the attributes in our professional military education, in our
tactical units, and in our self-development, and do our organizational systems and processes
reinforce these attributes?
For 3rd Quarter CY11:
• Are the roles and responsibilities in sustaining the profession
different for officers, warrant
officers, noncommissioned officers, and are we adequately preparing leaders for these stewardship roles?
• What are the roles of the Army
civilian in sustaining the profession and are we adequately preparing leaders for these stewardship roles?
For 4th Quarter CY11:
• What are the roles and responsibilities of the retired military
in sustaining the profession?
• How do responsibilities change
as the professional gains seniority and, in particular, in dealing
with the public, the media, senior civilian leaders, and coalition partners?
Phase 3-Review and Revise
Policies and Programs
This phase will examine how
Army policies and programs can be
modified to strengthen the Army as
a professional institution, based on
what we found in Phase 1 and 2.
To support the Campaign, the
Army Center for the Profession and
Ethic (CAPE) established a website with resources to help generate dialogue. That website is found
at https://www.us.army.mil/suite/
page/611545. Additionally, to focus
and encourage dialogue, the CG
TRADOC approved The Profession
of Arms White
Paper as a start point for discussion, and it is available for download at the website.The CAPE website also contains The Profession of

Arms pamphlet and several videos
that will also help you to generate
professional dialogue.
In order to participate effectively
in the dialogue, all officers, NCOs,
and civilian leaders should read the
White Paper. The questions listed
above will be discussed during the
upcoming Commander/Command
Sergeants Major conference in April.

Safety
Motorcycle Safety Training
Did you know Soldiers and civilians are required to complete a Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF)
or MSF-Based approved motorcycle
rider safety course prior to operating a motorcycle?
In addition, did you know the
Army funds tuition for MSF-Basic
Rider course (BRC) and Experienced Rider Course (ERC) or
Military Sport Bike Course (MSRC)
attendance since the Department
of Defense Traffic Safety Program
and Army Safety Program mandate
that all riders complete the course?
Motorcycle Base Rider Course, Experience Rider Course and Military Sport Bike Courses are funded
through the Regional Support Commands.The four Regional Support
Commands cover 48 states and
Puerto Rico so everyone has an opportunity to attend.
Since, all army personnel are required to complete Motor Safety
Foundation Basic Rider Course prior to riding or purchasing a motorcycle. Soldiers and civilians should
notify their supervisors of their
intention to purchase a motorcycle or possession of a motorcycle.
After, informing their supervisor of
their desire to ride a motorcycle,
Soldiers can search the Motorcycle Safety Foundation website at
https://www.msf-usa.org for current course offering in their area.
Civilians will need to identify an
Active Duty installation course by
searching the Army Traffic Safety

EXPAND YOUR
PROFESSIONAL
OPTIONS
• Accredited institution
• Associate, Bachelor’s and Graduate
Programs
• 8 week courses
• 100% online degree programs
• over 60 years serving military
• GOARMY Ed official partner
• TA cap on tuition

FIND OUT MORE TODAY.
www.drury.edu/online online@drury.edu

COLLEGE OF GRADUATE AND CONTINUING STUDIES

EXCELLENCE FOR YOUR FUTURE, FLEXIBILITY FOR YOUR LIFE.
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Training Program Registration System for available courses at https://
airs.lmi.org.
Upon identifying a course, you
are reasonably sure you can attend,
record the registration information.
Each Regional Support Command
processes funding request differently so you will need to submit
the request through your supervisor to your commands Safety Manager or Training Officer to guarantee your request is funded. Several
of the Regional Support Commands
request information be submitted
on a Standard Form 182 so contact
your Divisional Safety Manager to
determine the correct request procedures for your location. Allow at
least two weeks for processing.
Commanders may offer the Experienced Rider Course or the Military Sport Bike Course in addition
to the Basic rider Course but not
in lieu of the Basic Rider Course.
Participation in these courses is
allowed after the completion of
the Basic Riders Course and after 90 days of riding experience.
All motorcycle riders are encouraged to complete the Experienced
Rider Course or Military Sport Bike
Course in addition to the Basic Rider Course.
If you need assistance or additional information related to attending motorcycle safety training,
please contact the following points
of contacts:
Mr. Chris Black, Safety and Occupational Health Manager, 108th
Training command (IET) at 704-

342-5152 or Christopher.black@
usar.army.mil (Program Manager)
Mr. Nick Turvey, Safety and Occupational Health Manager, 98th
Training Division (IET) at 800-2383138 ext. 2303 or nick.turvey@usar.
army.mil
Mr. Willie Oliver, Safety and Occupational Health Manager, 95th Training Division (IET) at 405-419-1686
or willie.oliver@usar.army.mil
Ms. Brenda Jo Rudyk, Safety and
Occupational Health Manager,
104th Training Division (LT) at 254319-8815 or Brenda.rudyk@usar.
army.mil.

Secretary to the
General Staff
The 108th Training Command
(IET) will host its third annual Soldiers Ball in conjunction with the
108th Training Command (IET) full
time conference on Sat. August 6 at
the Manchester Grand Hyatt in San
Diego, Calif. Highlights of the event
will include a featured speaker and
comedian as well as a DJ who will
spin the tunes after dinner for dancing into the night. The Soldiers
Ball is a ceremony dedicated to the
junior Soldiers for their continued
service and support of the 108th
Training Command (IET) and its
subordinate divisions, brigades and
battalions.
Additionally, this year workshops
will be conducted from August
3-6, 2011 at the Manchester Grand
Hyatt in San Diego, Calif. for Staff

Sergeants and below. The workshops will have guest speakers and
instructors. Also, there will be a
fun walk/run with vendors and the
NCO and Soldier of the Year will be
announced at the Soldiers Ball.
Soldiers and spouses within the
108th Training Command (IET)
Headquarters, 95th Training Division (IET), 98th Training Division
(IET), 104th Training Division (LT)
and the USAR Drill Sergeant School
are invited to attend.
Both the Soldiers Ball and workshops will provide an opportunity
for building morale and cohesion.
This is an opportunity for enlisted
Soldiers and their spouses to gather
in a formal environment to celebrate the achievements, service and
support provided by the enlisted
and NCO Corps in their continued
defense of our country. See you
there!

Staff Judge
Advocate
As Soldiers and leaders we occupy special positions of trust with
the American people. Recent events
inside and outside our command
have challenged that special trust.
We must tighten down ethically
and morally.This requires a return
to our past, our upbringings and
sometimes to ignore what is culturally in vogue today. On December
21, 2011, the Deputy Secretary of
Defense (DSD) issued a short and
pointed memorandum reminding

each of us to place ethical conduct
and moral responsibility as our
highest priority as we carry out our
official duties, to sustain an ethical
culture that inspires public confidence, to faithfully fulfill our financial, civic and ethical duties, and to
recommit to fundamental values
like integrity, impartiality, fairness
and respect.The DSD noted that
ethical decision-making is not solely a function of determining whether law or regulation permits you to
do something but you must consider the appearance of your actions whether they set the right example.
This you must do all the time, not
just when people are looking.
Peggy Noonan has written a
great article in the Wall Street Journal (The Captain and the King,
January 7, 2011) lamenting the loss
of old style mature leadership.To
bolster her argument, she cites to
the recent highly publicized videos
— described as “lewd” and “raunchy” — made by a now-relieved
Navy Captain which were shown
to the crew of the USS Enterprise.
Ms. Noonan notes that we live in a
culture where “anything goes” and
how fashionable it is to be seen
as culturally “hip” with everyone
else in society. She warns that “it’s
a great mistake when you are in a
leadership position to want to be
like everyone else. Because that,
actually, is not your job.Your job is
to be better, and to set standards
that those below you have to reach
(see Nuggets page 39)
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Nuggets
(Continued from page 37)

to meet. And you have to do this
even when it’s hard, even when
you know you yourself don’t quite
meet the standards you represent.”
She notes that “[a] captain must be
a captain [and] uphold values even
though he finds them antique….
[and he must be] an adult….” In
essence, ethical and moral leadership is not about looking and acting
cool, it’s about old-school setting
the right example.
Officially, our ethical obligations
are governed by law and regulations, including the Federal conflict
of interest statutes and the Joint
Ethics Regulation (DoD 5500.7-R).
In reality, our ethical obligations are
governed by our own moral fiber,
common sense and upbringing. Officially, the Staff Judge Advocate is
the Command’s Ethics Counselor.
In reality, we need to all be ethics
counselors – ourselves being our
first and foremost clients.

Surgeon

PTSD – The Rolls Royce of anxiety
In normal awareness (or consciousness), we are completely
aware of the environment and the
surroundings. We are tuned in to
others and feel all of our emotions.
We always feel like the same person, despite experiencing a variety
of emotions or situations.
Hold onto those thoughts for a
minute as we talk about a comput-

er. Oftentimes our computer runs
slower than normal until we defrag
it. Before you defrag the computer,
files are all over the place in the
computer. When you defrag it, files
are filed away in an organized manner and the computer will run better given there are no other problems.Think of the mind in those
terms and let us defrag the mind.
Ok, back to the “normal” mind.
When those normal memories
are triggered, or retrieved, we can
explore them and file them away
in an orderly manner. Distractions
from the present awareness can either be pleasant or at least controllable. For example, you are thinking
of your date last night and you start
daydreaming while at work.Your
supervisor walks up to you and
your mind snaps back to reality. In
another words, your mind operates
in a smooth, incorporated way.You
are able to retrieve memories and
easily file them away again when
you need to.This is filed away in
long-term memory. In a nutshell
(for our purposes here), that is the
“normal” conscious mind.
When I describe the dissociative
mind, I am NOT saying abnormal.
Dissociative means separate or isolated. When dissociation occurs, we
are TEMPORARILY escaping distressing experiences. For example,
your date last night was a disaster.
Your consciousness shifts and you
temporarily avoid reality. We are
mentally dodging a painful situation. Another way of looking at it is
those memories might be walled

off. We might even escape a traumatic event or memory by separating (dissociate) and walling off the
event or memory. Instead of being
smoothly filed away with all of the
other memories in long-term memory, the highly charged traumatic
memories become dissociated or
isolated. In other words, the “files”
or memories are not filed away and
therefore floating around in the
computer slowing it down. So, we
need to ‘defrag’ the mind.
Instead of taking their place with
other memories (in long-term memory) on file, the traumatic memory
remains walled off where it can repeatedly intrude on our awareness.
It may also appear that we cannot
file it away for long.The information does not become incorporated
with the rest of the material in the
memory, nor is it fully connected to
present awareness.The traumatic
memory is walled off and kept out
of long-term memory.
Given the emotional sensitivity, perhaps poor self-image, and
distressing outlook of someone
who is suffering from PTSD, it is
understandable why they may try
to protect themselves from anticipated emotional discomfort.They
may expect to be put down, criticized or rejected.To defend their
psyche against the pain this causes,
they may build a protective wall
between themselves and the rest
of the world.They may retreat into
their own world. It could be that
the only way they can associate
with others without the discomfort

is when they have numbed themselves with chemicals. Chemicals
medicate pain (be it emotional or
physical). It could be alcohol or
any other drug.They don’t have to
think or feel when drunk or high.
They may not use alcohol or other
drugs, they may withdraw or keep
people at a distance by being angry,
holier-than-thou, fussy or hateful.
Isolation keeps them from the
expected discomfort that is natural
in associating with other people. It
also keeps them from the companionship of others that they want.
It reminds me of what I like to call
the “porcupine effect.”The porcupine wants the companionship of
other porcupines, but is afraid that
they will get stung by the others’
quills. Coming to close is painful,
but keeping at a distance is lonely.
They wrestle with how close to approach for companionship and at
the same time avoid being hurt.
A defensive wall is built to protect them from the “stings” of the
outside world. It’s also very confining. All of us have an intensive craving for companionship. Confining
themselves just frustrates that need
and pushes it (loneliness, distrust,
guilt, anger, anxiety or what have
you) even further in.The wall that
was built for protection turns out
to be a prison.
The reader may think “that
sounds like anyone.”True, but remember, to those suffering from
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, the
anxiety is even more intense. It
could be two-fold, six-fold or tenfold. It is hard to say.
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Handling your Office 2010 migration
By Deanna Reynolds
Microsoft Office 2010 is anticipated to have broad adoption in
the upcoming year. Challenges include the need to minimize admin
and IT support costs, fit the migration process into the workload of
already-busy IT staff, and avoid impacting user productivity. With the
right preparation and execution,
you can simplify the process and
ensure an ROI.

Minimize admin workload and IT
cost with careful planning
Start by investigating your user
requirements and monitor current Office utilization to determine
which users are most active in
each component.You can eliminate
those who are not actively using

an Office suite from the migration
project to reduce deployment time
and license cost.
Ensure your target systems meet
the minimum requirements and upgrade where needed. A good practice to identify potential conflicts
or compatibility issues is to install
and configure a test system for verification.
When you are ready to purchase
and package Office for deployment,
make sure you have a volume licensed version of Office.The new
Office Customization Tool (OCT)
can be executed from a command
line with “<Office Folder>\setup.
exe /admin” where <Office Folder>
is the location of your installation
files. Be aware of any patches or
scheduled maintenance updates,
and if you are rolling out your migration in stages, prioritize with users whose use of the new Office is
most critical.
You may also want to include remote access capabilities so support
staff can walk users through the
new interface and features when
needed.

Increase user productivity and
reduce support cost with
awareness and training resources
Two very important steps for a
smooth migration are (1) making

sure that your users are not overwhelmed with the new changes,
and (2) that your IT staff is not
overwhelmed with helpdesk issues on top of trying to manage the
migration effort. Fortunately, both
of these challenges are easily addressed with the right training approach.
First, it’s a good idea to increase
user awareness during the planning
stage. Consider webinars, posters,
and other roll out support tools.
The new “ribbon” and other new
aspects from 2007 are present, as
well as the incorporation of the ribbon into Outlook, which impacts
usability of this critical application.
As you get closer to deployment,
you will want to provide training.
For a variety of reasons, in-product
help and search
tools are considered inadequate
by many users. In
addition, users in
need of help often
cannot afford the
downtime associate with submitting a help desk
ticket or waiting
for next-day follow up. A successful and effective
solution should
include not only
topical coverage of the software, but a method
for quickly finding specific topics
by keyword search for just-in-time
training.This will significantly reduce helpdesk calls (cost) and increase user productivity.
Finally, make sure your training solution and process allow for
ongoing support throughout the
year. Classroom training may sound

more fun up front, but 3 months,
weeks, or days later when users forget what they’ve learned, you could
find yourself facing a new wave in
support calls. With the right preparation, your Office 2010 migration
can increase user productivity rather than disrupting it.
Deanna Reynolds, MCTS, Technical
Trainer, Published Author, is an author and technical instructor residing
in Bellingham, Washington. For close to

20 years, Deanna has trained students
in all arenas, specializing in delivering
enterprise training. These days, Deanna’s
technical training has extended beyond
the classroom to include more than 20
courses for KeyStone Learning Systems
and three published books: Excel 2010: No
Problem! (Wiley), Word 2007 Pocket Book
(Prentice Hall), and Managing Projects
with Microsoft Office Project 2007 (Microsoft Press).
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• Aggression toward other children
• An inability to cope with feelings
• Frequent crying
• Pleas for help
• Fears of everyday things
• No interest in playing
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• Discussions of death and dying
• Trouble sleeping
• Sexually provocative behavior
• Self-mutilation
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Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) affects the
whole family. A conÀdential
clinical evaluation is available
to help you determine if your
child needs help to survive. This
service, at no cost to families,
can be scheduled at
1-800-880-3322.

Private insurance, In-network provider for Tricare & TriWest,
Arkansas Medicaid and private pay

Norwich University
offers diversity
By BG Michael B. Kelley
Vice President for Student Affairs and
Commandant of Cadets
Norwich University
Norwich University, located in
Northfield, VT, is the birthplace of
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps
(ROTC) and the nation’s oldest
private military college. For almost
200 years we have been guided by
a tradition of innovation. On our
Northfield campus we educate a
full range of students from traditional-aged to seasoned combat veterans to middle aged adults seeking
new career opportunities. We created online programming to deliver
graduate programs to mid-career
professionals, many of whom complete their studies while serving
active duty; professional certificate
programs and one online bachelor’s
completion program.
Christine Millette, 33, is an example of our undergraduate students
who took advantage of our School
of Graduate and Continuing Studies
(SGCS). She could do the coursework online.
A public affairs officer and Captain in the Air Force Reserve, Millette got her Bachelor’s degree in
communications in 2000 and then
her Master’s degree in Justice Administration in 2009, which is now
a concentration in the Master of
Public Administration Program.

Millette said she immediately put
to use her education upon graduation in 2000.
“The Air Force let me become a
public affairs officer from the get
go,” she said.
SGCS programs are delivered online for three semesters that end in
a weeklong residency on Norwich’s
Northfield, VT campus. Students
go through the graduate programs
in small groups which form bonds
through online discussions and
group projects.
“I was pretty impressed with
the master’s program with the way
they infuse Corps of Cadets principals into the course, and I really
love the school,” Millette said.
Norwich has been offering online graduate programs for 10 years.
Our Master of Science in Information Assurance was one of the
first programs to be designated
a National Center for Academic
Excellence by the National Security Agency. We also have graduate
programs in nursing, diplomacy,
engineering, public administration,
military history, business, business
continuity and organizational leadership.
For undergraduate studies we
also offer a bachelor’s degree completion program.
Offered completely online, the
Bachelor of Science in Strategic
Studies and Defense Analysis (BSSSDA) degree completion program is
designed to build on the military
education and experience of U.S.
Special Operations Forces (SOF) in
the U. S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), and is open
only to Active Duty, National Guard,
and Reserve personnel, as well as to
veterans, that have been assigned to
one of the subordinate commands
within the USSOCOM.
The BSSSDA degree is designed
to be highly experiential in nature
and to integrate a student’s operational and international experiences into the curriculum.
Students also come to Norwich’s
campus for undergraduate studies after serving in the military. We
have over 300 students attending
Norwich on GI Bill benefits. As a
private college, Norwich makes up
the difference in tuition through
its dedication to the Yellow Ribbon
Program.
At Norwich University we have
successfully integrated seemingly
disparate populations of students
to create a truly vibrant classroom
experience. As one of the first military colleges to accept women into
the Corps of Cadets and civilian
students onto campus and one of
the first institutions to accept international students we are well-practiced at educating non-traditional
students.
We hope you will join us in your
educational journey.
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Why study the Bible?
By Randall Bell
Director, ABHE Commission on
Accreditation
Among all literature available
to mankind, the Bible is unique in
many different ways. A comparatively small amount of literature from
the ancient world survives and
is available to us today. Given the
technology of the ancient world,
comparatively few copies of ancient manuscripts were created and
most of what existed before the
time of Christ was destroyed due
to the ravages of wars and time.
Despite the factors that limits what
we know of the literature of the ancient world, the Bible has survived
across the centuries and comes to
us so robustly documented that we
can be confident that it has been
transmitted through the ages with
an incredible degree of accuracy.
For people of faith, it is not surprising that the Bible survived so
successfully. We believe the Bible is
God’s special message to mankind.
It reveals truth to us that we simply could not discover by our own
efforts. It comes to us from a God
who created us and wants to relate
to us. It teaches us about the God
who made us so that we can know
Him and understand His characteristics.
The Bible reveals God’s character through his names. For example,
the Bible uses the name Yahweh
which is often translated LORD (all
caps) in our English Bibles.This is
the “covenant” name for God which
is used in the Bible almost 7000
times. It means “The Self-Existent
One.” Since the Hebrews considered God’s name to be too sacred
to be uttered, they would abbrevi-

ate it or use Jehovah in its place.
Jehovah often includes a suffix that
helps us understand more about
Him and there are at least eleven
forms of the suffix in the Old Testament.The combination of the name
Jehovah with a suffix gives insights
into the nature of God. Examples
include:The Lord who provides, the
Lord who heals, the Lord our banner, the Lord our peace, the Lord
our Shepherd.The Old Testament
offers at least 34 variations in the
names for God and each of these
provides additional insight into
who He is and what He is like. Similarly, the New Testament provides a
variety of names for God that help
us understand and appreciate who
He is. It also talks about the individual members of the Godhead and
provides additional details for them.
For example, the Holy Spirit is described with words or names such
as: Counselor; Comforter; Baptizer;
Advocate; Sanctifier, Spirit of Truth;
Spirit of Holiness; and Spirit of Life
to list but a few. Both testaments
liken the Holy Spirit to (l) breath or
wind; (2) fire; (3) water; (4) oil; (5)
light; and (6) a dove.These provide
word pictures for us to help us understand God’s nature and work.
The Bible explains that God not
only created us, but He gave us free
will so we can choose whether we
want to know and love Him. At the
same time, we are also free to ignore Him.The Bible reveals that the
first man, Adam, disobeyed God by
eating the fruit of a tree that God
had commanded him to avoid. Before his disobedience, Adam walked
regularly with God, but, after he disobeyed, he hid from God because
he was afraid of Him.The Bible de-

Values based.
Accelerated.
Online education.

scribes Adam’s disobedience as sin.
Indeed, the Bible teaches that, since
the whole human race descended from Adam, everyone has been
born with a sin nature. It is our
nature to want to be self-directed
rather than to be obedient to God’s
commands.The Bible further teaches that sin separates us from God.
Nevertheless, God loves us so much
that He sent his Son (Jesus) to live
as a divine human being among us
to demonstrate a perfect life and to
show us how God wants us to live.
Without the Bible, we could never understand what God expects
of us.The Bible not only deals with
our relationship to God, but it has
a lot to say about our relationships
with each other.There is a great
deal of literature in the market
place today that stresses the importance of getting along with other
people. Indeed, business schools
currently require students to work
on projects in teams because they
have learned the importance of
dealing with interpersonal relationship for success in the business
environment. Daniel Goleman has
written extensively regarding emotional intelligence and its importance in the workplace. As Dr. Goleman has studied this subject he has
reached conclusions that are consistent with what the Bible teaches
about relationships with one another.The Bible provides principles
that work not only in the business
world, but in families, churches,
schools and virtually any other sector of human endeavor.
When I was young, it was my
privilege to get well acquainted
with a retired Air Force Colonel
who in the latter years of his Air

It’s a complicated world.
Having ethical leaders is more
important than ever before.
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Force career monitored the work
of large corporations who were
fulfilling contracts for the U.S. Department of Defense. In the course
of his work, he noticed an unusually effective department within
one of the largest manufacturers of
military equipment. He was curious as to why this one department
was run so much better than other
departments. As he investigated,
he discovered that the department
head was a preacher’s kid. While
he had rejected his father’s faith,
he ran the department using the
biblical principles that his father
had taught him.The Colonel went
on to systematically study the Bible
to learn its business and leadership principles. After retiring from
the Air Force, he went on to create
a successful consulting firm that
taught the Biblical principles to fortune 500 companies.The Bible has
a great deal to say about personnel
relationships, business, leadership,
finance, and a host of other issues.
Why should we study the Bible?
It is the instruction manual from
our Creator regarding how to relate
to Him and how to live successful
lives. If you ignore the instruction
manual provided by the manufacturer of your automobile, you can
be sure that you will not get the
kind of service from your vehicle
that you want and expect. In the
same way, if we ignore the Bible,
God’s instruction manual for living,
we can expect a lot of trouble that
could be avoided through careful attention to its principles. Why
study the Bible? It is the key to a
successful, fulfilling life! You can ignore it, but you do so at your peril!
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In appreciation for the heroes
who risk their lives to protect our
freedoms, Liberty University celebrates Military Emphasis Week each
year.The entire week is dedicated
to honoring members of the United
States Armed Forces.
“Liberty University makes a point
to show our appreciation for our
veterans and servicemembers every
day through our support offices,
student groups and university military benefits, but we want to stop
and pay special honor to them during this week,” said Emily Foutz, Director of Military Affairs.
Military Emphasis Week is full
of activities, ranging from a special
convocation (chapel service), a trip
to the National D-Day Memorial in
nearby Bedford, Va., a candlelight
tribute service, military recruiters,
pre-game tailgating and halftime
tribute during the Nov. 6 home
football game, a post-traumatic
stress disorder awareness meeting,
and a special Veterans Luncheon.
Each activity is designed to involve
students and faculty in showing
support for the military.
This year, Vietnam veteran and
member of Liberty’s Board of
Trustees Dr.Tim Lee, addressed the
crowd of more than 10,000 at the
Nov. 10 convocation.
Lee lost both of his legs in 1971
while serving with the United
States Marine Corps during the
Vietnam War. He views his disability
not as a tragedy, but as an opportunity to share God’s love through his
evangelical ministry.
“Some of you have been dealt
hardships, some of you have had
things come at you, and some of
you have become bitter, and angry, and mad at God,” said Lee.“My
friend, you don’t have to be bitter, you don’t have to be angry, you

don’t have to be mad at God; you
can have victory right here today.”
Lee said he has never been bitter.
“I am lucky to be alive,” he said.“I
stepped on a mine that could have
blown me to a thousand different
pieces, but God spared my life.”
Students also heard from Capt.
Scotty Smiley, who became the Army’s first active-duty, blind officer. A
graduate of West Point, Smiley was
serving as a platoon leader in Iraq
in April 2005 when he permanently
lost his vision as a result of an attack from a suicide car bomber.
Smiley spoke of the tragedy he
faced during combat and, as a result, his bitterness toward God.
“I woke up two weeks later in
Walter Reid Army Medical Center with my life torn from me,” he
shared.“I said [my world] went
black, but it didn’t go black just literally, it went black spiritually.”
The day that Smiley learned that
he would be blind for the rest of
his life, he said he began to “push
forward” and claim the promise of
Philippians 4:13, that he could do
all things through Christ.
“It doesn’t matter if you are blind
… and it doesn’t matter what disabilities you have, God still has a
purpose for each and every one of
us.”
Smiley, who has released a book
about his life titled Hope Unseen,
challenged students to look beyond
the trials they face and to cling to
the hope they can only find in God.
“I don’t believe that it’s economic hope, I don’t believe it’s social
hope, and it’s definitely not political
hope; it’s spiritual hope.”
Liberty University Online is a private,
non-profit Christian university, and has
been named one of America’s top military-friendly schools by Military Advanced
Education.
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Enhancing Force Readiness with Online Driver Safety Training
By William E. Van Tassel, Ph.D.
AAA National Oﬃce

Upon the release of AAA’s new
online Fleet Driver Safety Training program, the value of ongoing
driver training, including computer-based training, is explored.
Key considerations are discussed,
toward achieving the desired goal:
risk management to maximize
force readiness.
“Driving is risky, and many soldiers are at even higher risk when
they drive.” This sentence may
sound simple, but it’s true- every

time a solder gets behind the wheel,
he or she is at risk of experiencing
a collision, and injury or death. And
people who drive as part of their
job, in addition to driving while off
duty, drive even more miles than
the average driver. The bad newsthe costs of crashes is very high.
The good news- action can be taken
to reduce soldiers’ risk behind the
wheel.

Why Train to Manage Risk?
Most organizations underestimate the real risks involved in

driving, as well as the actual costs
incurred when a crash happens.
While personal injury is obviously
the primary cost and concern, other real and significant costs could
include property damage, vehicles
being out of service, and increased
insurance costs.
Although risk is always present
when driving, fortunately training
is available to help minimize and
manage the risk associated with operating a motor vehicle. Risk management and reduction through
training is a smart approach, and
an important part of a command’s
overall risk management strategy.

Why Online Training?
For Greater Danger Zone Awareness

Even though traditional, classroom-based training is still relevant
and effective, many organizations
are also utilizing online training.
Since the military operates ‘roundthe-clock, online training can be a
great way to accomplish training
and safety goals. Several benefits of
online training worth mentioning
include:
1. Schedule Flexibility. With
traditional classroom instruction,
soldiers generally need to be completely pulled off other duties for
one or more days at a time. With
online training, however, this is not
the case- each soldier can complete
the courses of study at his or her
own pace, fitting study time in between other responsibilities.
2. Distributed Learning. Ideally, any training would occur only
once, and its effects would be realized for a lifetime. Unfortunately, it
generally doesn’t always work that
way. A safety training event rarely
turns out to be a one-time “inoculation” against harm. Rather, it is
perhaps better viewed as part of an
ongoing investment in enhancing
attitudes, beliefs and behaviors. On-

The HD™
CrossView Mirror

...When Half the Battle is Knowing
What’s Around Your Vehicle

800-843-4981  www.mirrorliteco.com
20950 Woodruff Rd. Rockwood, MI 48173

Take Aim at Risky Driving
with AAA Online Fleet Courses!
AAA - the name you trust for driver safety offers online fleet driver safety courses for personnel
who drive for the military while on duty.
Test Drive a
Free Course at
AAA.biz/OnlineDriverTraining

Why AAA Online
Fleet Courses?

 Cost-Eﬀective
Lower Insurance Costs
Improves Productivity
Simple to Use Management System

Sign Up Today!

Available Interactive Courses:

Aggressive Driving
QDistracted Driving
QProactive Defensive Driving
QFuel Eﬃcient Driving
QVan Driving Safety
QDrowsy Driving
QMore to Come!
Q

Give Your Drivers Straight AAA’s for Safety!
For more information contact Mike Keesee at 800.327.3444 or mkeesee@national.aaa.com

line training supports this by allowing a given course of study to be
spread out over time.
3. Ability to Customize
Course of Study. Not all soldiers
drive under identical conditions.
By utilizing online training’s ability to offer many different module
topics, an individualized course
of study can be created for each
driver, if desired. Although most
soldiers could benefit from a core
set of online driving safety modules,
customized courses of study can be
created, with little additional effort,
resulting in a truly customized individual training program.
4. Cost Effective. Online driver
safety modules can be cost effective. First, the cost-per-soldier can
be quite low, especially when obtained in larger quantities, to take
advantage of volume discounts.
Second, many of the costs associated with traditional classroom training (travel to and from the training
facility, housing, meals, brick-andmortar classroom facilities, instructor costs, etc.) are simply not incurred with online training. Either
added to an existing classroombased driving safety training program or comprising the complete
course of study, online training can
be quite cost effective.
5. Freshness of Course Content. Fortunately, traffic safety researchers are constantly releasing
new research studies which can
significantly benefit driver safety
training programs. For example,
one organization found that text
messaging while driving increased
crash risk 23 times among truck
drivers. It is this type of finding
that can be utilized to educate drivers, and that is where online programs can really shine.
6. Ease of Program Administration/Management. Most online driving safety training systems
now feature an easy-to-use administrative management system. Such
systems allow designated leaders to
assign courses on a person-by-person or a group basis, with just a few
keystrokes. Those not keeping up
to pace with their assigned progress/completion schedule can be
flagged and counseled; the mantra
of “What gets measured gets done”
is still as applicable as it ever was.
For day-to-day management of even
a large number of students, an online training system makes sense.

The Next Step: How to Learn
More
First, be sure to identify those
that have a strong background in
safety. Just because a provider has
technical experience in delivery
and offers online driving safety
training courses does not mean that
the content within the courses is of
high quality. At AAA, we integrate

CAREER MOVES
the findings of scientific research
to the maximum degree possible,
resulting in the most current and
impactful content possible.
Second, look for providers that
are known to you, with safety as a
sincere and verifiable part of their
mission and reason for existence,
beyond merely the profit margin.
Seek out providers whose programs are based in research, and
whose subject matter experts continue their own training in order to
stay well ahead of the field. Since
there is a constant flow of new
transportation research findings
to be applied to training, updates
should be frequent and meaningful. In sum, explore only those
with both a true commitment to
safety and experience developing
research-based safety programs. On
AAA’s part, our experts stay current
by personally conducting research
and attending transportation conferences all over the world.
Third, take advantage of many
providers’ free trial offer.This is
easy with AAA; just visit AAA.biz/
OnlineDriverTraining, and click
on a course to get started.

Moving Forward
Since 1935, AAA has offered driving safety programs to help protect drivers. With the release of its
online Fleet Driver Safety Training
program, commands now have a
proven resource to bring to bear
on the driving safety issues faced

Special Advertising Supplement
by the military. Featuring researchbased content, efficient administrative systems, and a customizable

course of study, the program is
designed to help you protect you
soldiers, when both on- and off-
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duty. We invite you to explore the
program, available at AAA.biz/
OnlineDriverTraining.

H I R E . C O M
Serving Those

Who Served
Post Your Resume Online for Civilian Jobs!
Reserves Welcome — Spouses Eligible
Looking to transition out of the military?
Check out www.MILITARYHIRE.com — a FREE job board for
veterans with thousands of available jobs waiting for you now.
www.MILITARYHIRE.com is THE job board for veterans.
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HOME SCHOOLING OPTIONS

ABC’s of home schooling
By April Tolbert
When you hear the word “home
school,” what comes to mind? For
many the question is where to start
or even why to start. It may appear
daunting at first, I know I had some
reservations before I began home
schooling two years ago. What follows are some simple tips to deter-

mine if home schooling is right for
your family. I call it the “ABC’s of
Home Schooling.”

A stands for “analyze”
Analyze your motivation for
choosing to home school.There
are many reasons parents choose
to educate their children at home.
Religious convictions, academic

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA!
Home Study Program
No Classes to Attend
FREE Brochure. CALL NOW!!!

1-800-532-6546 ext. 18
www.continentalacademy.com

Master Teacher Instruction for Homeschool
)NTERNET 6IDEO 3TREAMING OR $6$ s +n'RADE 

rigor, special interests, and meeting
the needs of a physically or mentally challenged child are but a few.
Military families sometimes choose
home education to mitigate the
frequency of moving and changing
schools. Determining your reasons
up front will help guide the education process. Another part of the acronym would be to “ask.”Ask other
parents who home school about
their experiences. It is very helpful
to interview multiple educators to
gain wisdom from their personal
experiences. As in any life venue, a
seasoned mentor will prove to be
an invaluable resource.They will
help a newcomer find their footing
during the initial process and will
share in victories as well offer sage
advice with the challenges that
home educators will face during
the journey.

B stands for “by-laws”
Find out what your state guidelines are for home scholars. Each
state varies. Some states have a
laissez faire attitude while others dictate very specific requirements. North Carolina, for example,
requires your home school have a
name and be registered with the
NC State Department of Non-Public
Education, report standardized test
scores, etc. Another important “B”
is “believe.” Believe in yourself. Believe in your student.This is essential to successful home schooling.
No one knows/cares for your child
more than you and the studentteacher ratio can’t be beat! Most of
the curriculum / teacher’s manuals
give the home educator many tools
that make the process easier.

C stands for “choose”

Low Pricing
s ,OW #OST TO %NROLL
s 0AYMENT 0LANS !VAILABLE
s .O !CCREDITATION &EE

Greater Savings
s 3AVE * on early enrollment
s 3AVE * † on each new or
re-enrolling student who has not
been in the program since .

Material Options
Two options available to
meet homeschool needs
(Visit abekaacademy.org for details)

Full-Grade Enrollments
s !LL SUBJECTS INCLUDED
s !VAILABLE FOR +n'RADE 

Subject Combinations

Convenient Video Formats

s ,ANGUAGE !RTS AND "IBLE
s !RITHMETIC 3CIENCE
(ISTORY AND "IBLE
s !VAILABLE FOR 'RADES n

Internet Video Streaming or DVD

(Internet Video Streaming only)

* Available beginning 3/1/11.
† Available only at a Materials Display.
K4 not included.

(See samples at abekaacademy.org)

Over 40,000 students currently use A Beka Academy.
Discover how our innovative system of education and
exceptional savings can beneﬁt you and your child.

abekaacademy.org / 54

1-800-874-3598, Ext. 54

Choose a method of education.
Just as in traditional classroom
education there are many methods
of home education. Some of the
more popular approaches are:The
Charlotte Mason Method, Classical
Education, Unit Studies, Scope and
Sequence, and on-line classrooms.
Some parents have an eclectic style
blending two or more methods.
Once a method has been chosen,
the curriculum may then be selected.The choices for curricula are
endless. Options such as using the
library and internet at no cost to
buying entire preprinted consumable material are all available.
When purchasing curriculum,
there are many resources available
now. Material may be purchased
directly from manufacturers such
as Sonlight, Abeka, etc. A more economical option for many is using
eBay or Amazon to purchase curricula. Furthermore, many cities
have a home school store. Items in
such stores may be purchased new
or from consignors as gently used.
Specific on-line programs usually
have their own resource list that

will need to be purchased.
There are also many great “how
to” books out there.The Old Schoolhouse Magazine is a quarterly
publication that has some great
information with a “freebie” section enclosed in each issue.This
publication evaluates various curricula and styles each year.There are
many books (many are method specific) that provide excellent guidance and information. One book
that I have found most beneficial
has been The Well Trained Mind by
Jessie Wise and Susan Wise Bauers.
There are also some bulletin boards
on the internet that provide support and information for families.
These are usually linked to a specific group and / or state education
forum.
Another important resource
that I recommend would be to get
involved in a home school group.
Most groups meet from once a
week to once a month for two to
six hours and charge some type of
family or student fee to pay for resources (paper, art supplies, building fee, etc).This allows the students and parents the opportunity
to socialize with each other, do
field trips together and get group
rates on many items. Mentor relationships and curriculum sharing
are often born in these settings.
Some groups have a tutoring model
which may be beneficial for the
student, teacher, and group as a
whole. Other groups offer art, music, drama, home art lessons, and/
or athletic team competition.Traditional academic programs such as
science olympiad, science fairs, and
spelling bee competitions are also
available to home scholars in many
regions. Some assemblies perform
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, and
various seasonal programs.The possibilities to have these types of encounters are endless.
Personally, I am a resident of
North Carolina and home school
my three boys with the classical
method of education (Classical
Conversations). We participate in a
weekly home school group. I would
like to see more of an advanced
communication network for information sharing among military
families that have chosen to home
school. My experience has been
that there seems to be a little more
connection for active duty families
than reservists. I really enjoy the
flexibility of home schooling and
find this meets the needs of my
family.
Mrs. Tolbert is a certified Family Nurse
Practitioner and holds a Master of Science in Nursing. She left full time primary
care practice in 2008 to home school her
three boys. She’s married to an Army Reserve Chaplain who was deployed in 2009
and mobilized stateside for 2011 during
which time she continues to home school.

The Old Schoolhouse® Magazine . . .
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Homeschooling with Heart tote bag

As always, shipping in the Schoolhouse Store is free

www.TheHomeschoolMagazine.com
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Sequoia Foothills Chamber’s Hero Appreciation
Nestled at the foot of Sequoia
National Park and the head of Lake
Kaweah, is probably the best kept
secret in California — the magical
foothill village of Three Rivers, resi-

dent population: 2,600.
This quaint village is spread
out along three Forks of the
Kaweah River, which itself originates from high in the neighbor-

D ~ E ~ E
We honor our military for the job that they do
and invite them to visit our military friendly
destination for their R&R.

877-530-3300
info@threerivers.com

A view of Lake Kaweah, with Alta Peak in the background.

Hero Appreciation Months

The Sequoia Foothills Chamber’s annual
Hero Appreciation Months Program (Jan.March) gives our military and their families a
20% discount on lodging, retail, restaurants and services.
• Whitewater Rafting
• Camping and Hiking
• Fishing and Swimming
• Horseback Riding
• Cross-Country Skiing
• 9-Hole Golf Course
• Boating, Water Skiing and
other Water Sports

ing Sierra Nevada Mountains in Sequoia National
Park. Only a few hours drive
from Los Angeles or San
Francisco, your cell phones
and pagers won’t work
here and the air is crisp and
clean. Experience peace
and quiet, where stunning
sunsets and star-filled nights
replace streetlights.

Explore the Tulare County emap,
the interactive guide to our county:
http://www.tularecountyemap.com/

This ad sponsored by Comfort Inn & Suites - Sequoia National Park

Sequoia Park Area Lodging at its Finest
A Great Place for R&R
Deluxe Room and Suites • Free Wi Fi • Fitness Room • Sauna • In-Room Jacuzzi Tubs
• Microwaves and Refrigerators • Outdoor Swimming Pool and Jacuzzi
Comfort Inn & Suites- Sequoia & Kings Canyon National Park
in Three Rivers, Gateway to the Giant Sequoias
40820 Sierra Drive • Three Rivers, CA 93271
800.331.2140 • www.sequoiahotel.com • gm.caa26@gmail.com

All military personnel get a 20% discount (Jan.-Mar.) with proof of military ID.

Three Rivers is the home of
the Sequoia Foothills Chamber of
Commerce, and the originator of
Hero Appreciation Months, an annual program which runs every
January through March in which
some 30 to 40 member businesses
located in Three Rivers, the surrounding foothill area, and Sequoia
National Park, regularly volunteer to
participate, offering thank you discounts and special events for those
who put their lives on the line for
us every single day.
The normal thank you discount
offered to members of the armed
forces and their families visiting our
area January through March is 20
percent off whatever our participants ordinarily charge for their
products or services. Some minor
exceptions and limitations may apply.
The village of Three Rivers, Sequoia National Park, the surrounding gateway communities, and the
adjacent Kings Canyon National
Park, are all welcoming and beautiful any time of year. It is only here
that you will find:
• The world’s largest living thing
(the General Sherman giant sequoia tree located in Sequoia
National Park)
• The highest mountain in the
U.S. outside of Alaska (Mt. Whitney in Sequoia National Park)
• The deepest canyon in the U.S.
(Kings Canyon National Park)
• One of the deepest gorges in
the country (Kings Canyon in
Kings Canyon National Park)

• One of the steepest rivers
(the Kaweah River begins in
Sequoia National Park, runs
through Three Rivers, and ends
in Lake Kaweah)
• The world’s largest fuse gates
(at Lake Kaweah, snow-melt capacity: 183,300 acre feet)
Explore the Tulare County emap, the
interactive guide to our county: http://
www.tularecountyemap.com/
Outdoor recreational activities
include:
• Cross-country skiing
• Snowshoe walks
• Whitewater rafting
• Horseback riding
• Hiking (over 800 miles of trails,
93 percent is wilderness)
• Boating
• Fishing
• Camping
• Swimming
• Water skiing
• 9-hole golf course

Giving Back
Participation in the chamber’s annual Hero Appreciation Months program gives our military and their families a 20 percent discount on lodging,
retail, restaurants, and services three
months out of every year. The businesses participate because they love
our military, and want to give a little
something back. Three Rivers, the
home of the Chamber, is also the
home of many who once served in
the armed forces but who are now
retired. It is also the home for some
of the military’s new recruits.

RV PARK/CAMPGROUND • 25% MILITARY DISCOUNT!

Explore...

the quiet 163 acres of nature, with fun activities: • geocaching
• bike parades • off road treks • photo safaris • wildflowers
• ancient oaks • and the largest outdoor labyrinth in California

Play...

• swimming pool and hot spa (May thru October) • tetherball
• badminton • bocce ball • wild croquet • petanque • disc golf
• horseshoes • basketball

Unwind...

With beautiful countryside camp
sites, complete hookups, Mercantile,
clubhouse, and acres of mature oak
trees and manzanita, Sacred Rocks
RV Park ranks among the best
Southern California RV parks and
campgrounds.

SacredRocksReserve.com • 888.703.0009
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Explore Clay County this Memorial Day
By Jaclyn D. Slaybaugh
Director, Clay County Tourism & Film
Development

the military with a Military Memorial Service and Veterans’Tribute on
May 30.
The 2011 Memorial Day RiverThe City of Green Cove Springs
fest will kick-off on Saturday, May
in Clay County is the place to be
28 with a Patriot’s Art Festival and
in Northeast Florida over Memoall day entertainment in the City of
rial Day Weekend! Located southGreen Cove Springs’ Spring Park.
west of the City of Jacksonville,
A two-day Freedom 8k Health and
Clay County can easily be reached
Fitness Expo will also
open that day at the
Thrasher-Horne Conference Center in Orange Park. As festivities and entertainment
continue throughout
the day on Sunday, May
29, the evening will
feature a lawn concert
by the Jacksonville
Symphony Orchestra
followed by a dazzling
fireworks display over
the St. Johns River.
World famous fitness
expert and top-selling
author, Jeff Galloway,
will be in town for all
three days of the event
to participate in the
Expo and Freedom
Marathon 8k along
the St. Johns River in
Green Cove Springs.
Galloway will be conducting training clinics
in preparation for the
8k at both NAS Jax and
NAS Mayport.ThouJeff Galloway, world famous fitness expert and top-sellsands of runners from
ing author to conduct training clinics.
all over the southeast
are expected to particiby car in less than two and a half
pate in this 8k Run which is part
hours from other sunny, southern
of a national Freedom Marathon
destinations such as Savannah, GA,
run series to raise awareness of the
Orlando or Daytona Beach.
needs of veterans and their families.
This year will mark the 23rd anCome on down and enjoy some
southern hospitality… we don’t
niversary of Memorial Day Riverfest’s annual tribute to members of want the Navy taking home all of

the prizes and race medals now do
we?
For further information on the Green
Cove Springs Freedom Marathon 8k Run
or to register please visit www.freedom-

marathon.org.
For information on hotels, restaurants
and other attractions in Clay County
please visit www.exploreclay.com or call
the Tourism Office at 904-278-3734.
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ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Palisades Resort offers a unique combination of luxury, serenity and natural Florida
beauty - all just minutes from the main gate to Walt Disney World Resort®. We salute
our military heroes and their families and welcome them to enjoy their R&R at Palisades
Resort. We offer 2- and 3- bedroom condo style suites with full kitchens, living room,
screened balconies and in-suite washer/dryers. The heated pool, fitness center and
private movie theater await you.

My husband has just returned from Iraq just over a week ago. He had to take
2 mandatory days off so we came down and stayed at the Palisades Resort
on a whim. It was our first time and we liked it so much we returned for an
additional 5 days! We plan to return again when my husband is able to take
some block leave in a week or two. - Recent Military Guests

CALL OR CLICK FOR MORE INFORMATION:
866-455-4062 (Ask for Military Promo) | PalisadesResortOrlando.com/Military
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Marti Gras at Universal
Orlando, Fla. (January 13, 2011) —
It is the biggest, best, party in the
country — and Universal Orlando
Resort brings it straight from New
Orleans to you Feb. 12 - April 23.
Nationally renowned musical
acts combine with an authentic
Mardi Gras parade, dozens of colorfully costumed performers, authentic Cajun cooking, and hand-picked
New Orleans bands to capture
the look, feel and fun of New Orleans — all inside Universal Studios Florida. Universal Orlando has

been creating its special Mardi Gras
celebration for more than 15 years
— bringing the perfect combination of the Big Easy and spectacular theme park entertainment to its
guests all for the price of regular
admission.
This year’s special Mardi Gras
concert line-up features some of
the biggest names in Rock, Country,
Pop and R&B.Together, the headliners have had more than 100 songs
on Billboard’s Hot 100 Chart and
more than 20 Grammy nomina-

tions. Performers include Pitbull,
also known as “Mr. 305,” who will
perform songs from his hit album,
“Rebelution,” Neon Trees, who will
perform their hit “Animal,” One Republic and country-super-star Blake
Shelton. Also performing will be
Lynyrd Skynyrd,The Beach Boys
and Ne-Yo.
There are many ways to enjoy
your Orlando vacation — but there
is only one Universal Orlando Resort. It is a completely separate
destination featuring two theme

parks, three magnificently themed
on-site hotels and a nighttime entertainment complex. It’s the only
Orlando destination where you are
not just entertained — you are part
of the most exhilarating entertainment ever created.You can soar
above Hogwarts with Harry Potter, swing above the streets with
Spider-Man, battle aliens alongside
Agent J, and help Shrek save Princess Fiona in Shrek 4-D.
You can be courageous, be outrageous — and be extraordinary.

Wet ‘n Wild — share the rush!
Thrills are for sharing! Wet ‘n
Wild gives you more themed, multiperson thrill rides than any other
waterpark around. Disco H2O™,
Brain Wash™, Flyer,The Black
Hole™:The Next Generation and
more - high-speed, seriously twisted, multi-person adventures that
let you feel the fun and Share The
Rush!
Though there are many choices
when it comes to Orlando waterparks, only Wet ‘n Wild offers the
kind of themed thrills, over-the-top
excitement and shared experiences
that appeal to all types. Wet ‘n Wild
is Orlando’s premier waterpark and

the perfect place for your family to
cool off. Now, Wet ‘n Wild offers all
of these over-the-top thrills for less.
Wet ‘n Wild salutes our Military
by offering all active duty and retired military service members a
FREE admission ticket with a valid
photo ID through March 31, 2011.
To receive the free ticket during
Military Appreciation Months visit
the nearest participating military
base MWR/ITT office. Additional
discounted tickets for family and
friend are also available. Limit one
free ticket per Military ID. Restrictions apply.
New for 2011, all military tick-

ets are eligible for a FREE upgrade
to the Length of Stay Pass which is
valid for 14 consecutive days beginning first day of use. Upgrade must
be made on first visit at the Wet ‘n
Wild Front Gate. Restrictions apply.
Not valid with child, senior or other
discounted ticket purchases. Not
valid during special or after-hour
events or private parties. Hours
and operating schedules subject to
change without notice. Pass is nonrefundable and non-transferable.
To fit everyone’s needs, Wet ‘n
Wild now offers a relaxing change
of pace in the Wild Tiki Lounge, a
fully covered, open-air Polynesian

restaurant/bar. It is here where
you’ll find an outstanding menu
with attentive wait-service, full bar
and flat screen TV’s to keep you
updated on the latest news, scores
and entertainment. Make the Wild
Tiki Lounge part of your Wet ‘n Wild
adventure.
Open year-round with pools
heated in the cooler months, Wet
‘n wild is the perfect place for the
entire family to relax, have fun and
soak up the warm Florida sun!
For updated hours and information
visit Wet ‘n Wild online at www.wetnwildorlando.com or call 407-351-1800.

Where Vacation

Becomes

Adventure
THE WIZARDING WORLD
OF HARRY POTTERTM

Experience a vacation full of excitement
and adventure at Universal Orlando® Resort.
Play, scream and laugh with the biggest
characters in movies, TV and pop culture
at two immersive theme parks—Universal
Studios® and Universal’s Islands of
Adventure®. Swing high above the city streets
with Spider-Man™, save the day with Shrek®,
and explore all-new magic and thrills in The
Wizarding World of Harry Potter™.

BE EXTRAORDINARY

Discounted tickets available at
base Leisure Travel Offices!
For more details visit:

UniversalMilitarySales.com

MARVEL SUPER HERO ISLAND®

SHREK 4-DTM

HARRY POTTER, characters, names and related indicia are trademarks of and © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. Harry Potter Publishing Rights © JKR.
(s10)
Marvel Super Hero character names and likenesses: TM & © 2010 Marvel © 2010 Universal Studios. Shrek 4-D TM & © 2010 DreamWorks Animation L.L.C.
Universal elements and all related indicia TM & © 2010 Universal Studios. © 2010 Universal Orlando. All rights reserved. 247167/1010/MW
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Gaming in West Memphis & Hot Springs

Lake Chicot State Park

Fort Smith nightlife

Exciting by nature.
Hop on The Natural State for a ride. Arkansas packs a lot of excitement
– from treetop canopy tours to riverside concerts, wild water sports,
thrilling nightlife and more.
Get more information and a free Vacation Planning Kit
@ Arkansas.com or by calling 1-800-NATURAL
Find us on Facebook

Ozark Canopy Tour
See video on phone
with QR reader.
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Where Nature and Culture Meet
Florida Museum of
National Hiﬆory

Harm Museum of Art

Butterﬂy Rainforest

Phillips Center for the
Performing Arts

At the crossroads where nature and culture meet, Gainesville, Florida
and the surrounding areas offer historical, cultural, sports, educational
and nature based adventures for all ages.

866.778.5002 • WWW.VISITGAINESVILLE.COM

Convention & Visitors Bureau

Enjoy first-class shopping, historical districts,
outdoor fun, Farmer’s Markets, exciting nightlife,
& our world-renowned food. Jefferson, a new
dimension to the New Orleans experience!

C o n v e n t i o n

& V i s i t o r s

B u r e a u

To learn more, ask for our Family Fun Guide. Call 504-731-7083 or TOLL FREE 1-877-572-7474.

Take a hike at
Georgia state parks
Longer days, warmer weather
and eye-catching blooms like dogwoods, azaleas and irises are sure
signs of spring.To celebrate the season, Georgia State Park rangers are
hosting a series of guided wildflower hikes throughout the state providing nature enthusiasts a close-up
look at these spectacular blooms.
Spring bloom hikers will look for
Canada Violet,Trout Lily, Wild Azalea, Spring Beauty, Foamflower,Trillium, Indian Pink, Buckeye and many
more native blooms.The wildflower hikes are hosted by state parks
that have a large number of native
plants, including Sweetwater Creek,
Amicalola Falls, Unicoi,Tallulah
Gorge and Mistletoe.
For those interested in exploring the backcountry trails on their
own, Providence Canyon, Cloudland Canyon and Panola Mountain
state parks also offer popular wildflower viewing spots. Panola Mountain features the rare Red Diamorpha and magnificent Atamasco Lily,
and Providence Canyon is home to
the Big Leaf Magnolia, which are
awe-inspiring at 24 inches wide.
For details on Georgia’s State
Park wildflower hikes and other events, visit www.GeorgiaStateParks.org or contact the parks
directly. A $5 parking fee is charged
and some hikes are free. Below are

unt
10% disco
y!
for militar

Ready
for
some
R&R?
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After your tour of duty, take a well-deserved break
at the lake this spring in historic Macon, Georgia.
Or plan a visit during our fabulous festivals:
Cherry Blossom Festival, March 18–27
Fun and frolic under 350,000 cherry trees.
Fired Works, April 8–17
Regional ceramics show and sale.
Pan-African Festival, April 23–24
Celebrate diversity during this free event.
Gardens, Moonlight & Mansions, April 29–May 1
Tour historic mansions and private gardens.
See how your family can play for just $30 a day at
visitmacon.org!

a few of the wildflower hikes currently scheduled.

2011 Spring Wildﬂower Hikes
Early Spring Wildflower Hike
Sunday, March 20, 2 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Sunday, March 27, 2 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Sunday, April 3, 2 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Sweetwater Creek State Park — Lithia
Springs
This 2-mile ranger-led hike will
be moderately strenuous and will
pass through a variety of wildflower habitats and beautiful areas. Meet
in the Interpretive Center. $5 plus
$5 parking. 770-732-5871.
Spring Wildflower Hike
Saturday, April 9, 9 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Sweetwater Creek State Park — Lithia
Springs
This will be a moderately strenuous 3-mile guided hike through a
variety of beautiful wildflower habitats. We will be leaving from the
Visitors Center in the nature trails
parking lot. $5 plus $5 parking.
770-732-5871.
Spring Wildflower Fest
Saturday, April 16 through Sunday,
April 17, 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Amicalola Falls State Park and Lodge
— Dawsonville
Take a wildflower identification
hike and participate in wildflower
themed kids-crafts. Enjoy a variety

Vacations and Reunions
with a Bavarian Touch

The Helendorf River Inn & Suites
is located in the Alpine Village of Helen, Georgia
; Easy walk to shops, restaurants
and activities
;Rooms with balconies on the banks
of the river
;Enclosed heated pool
;Complimentary continental breakfast
;Suites with Àreplaces, Jacuzzis and
kitchens
;Large meeting and party facilities
;Operated by an Army Brat
P.O. Box 305 • Helen, Georgia 30545

www.visitmacon.org • 800-768-3401

800-445-2271
www.Helendorf.com
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Trout Lily Panola Mountain State Park

of activities as we celebrate the arrival of spring at the park. $5 parking. 706-265-1969.
Spring Wildflowers Around Unicoi
(Earth Day Event)
Friday, April 15 through Saturday,
April 16
Unicoi State Park and Lodge — Helen
The wildflower program will begin Friday with a slide show and
lecture.There will be wildflower
walks that will help both the novice and experienced enthusiast to
better appreciate the colorful and
fascinating world of mountain wildflowers. Pre-registration is required
for each walk. $5 parking. 800-573-

9659 ext. 305.
Wildflowers of Tallulah
Saturday, April 23, 10
a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Tallulah Gorge State Park
— Tallulah Falls
Enjoy a ranger-led hike
along Tallulah Gorge State
Park’s trail system while
viewing many varieties of
spring wildflowers. Bring
your camera. $5 plus $5
parking. (706) 754-7981.
Spring Bird Walk
Saturday, April 30, 8 a.m.
– 9:30 a.m.
Mistletoe State Park —
Appling
Join an early morning bird walk as we kick
off Spring Fling: A Day
in the Park. We will look
for neo-tropical migrants
like warblers, tanagers and vireos
on the way to their northern nesting areas. We’ll also look for birds
returning to nest here after spending the winter as far away as South
America. Spring wildflowers will
be in bloom, so you won’t want to
miss this walk. $5 parking. (706)
541-0321.
Georgia’s state parks and historic sites
are operated by the Department of Natural Resources and offer pristine natural
beauty from coastal marshes and midland swamps to piedmont plains and
breathtaking mountains. For more information visit www.GeorgiaStateParks.org.

Piedmont Azalea Panola Mountain State Park

The Holiday Inn University Executive Park is
proud to offer special military rates for all of
our Soldiers traveling to the Charlotte area.

Complimentary Wi-Fi
Executive Level
173 Guest Rooms and 1 Suite
24 Hour Fitness Center
University Patio and Grille
Full Business Center
Holiday Inn University Executive Park
8520 University Executive Park Drive • Charlotte, NC 28262
704-547-0999 • www.hicharlotteu.com
Located off exit 45A on I-85 off of W.T. Harris Blvd.

Discover

NYC’s
Backyard
The Meadowlands Liberty Region has all of the ingredients for fantastic R&R - not only the world’s
most spectacular sports and entertainment, but America’s most historic landmarks like the Statue of Liberty,
Ellis Island and Bayonne’s Tear of Grief 9/11 memorial, and fabulous family destinations like Medieval Times
Dinner and Tournament and much, much more...all with New York City as a dramatic backdrop.
Book your backyard adventure today at MLCVB.com

877-MLCVB-US

MLCVB.com

Supported in part by a grant from New Jersey Department
of State, Division of Travel and Tourism.
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Charleston summer fun!
It’s time to start planning your
next fun-in-the-sun summer vacation! How about a coastal, familyfriendly destination? In Charleston,
South Carolina, you’ll discover scenic beaches, a historic downtown,
plus unlimited hours of recreation
through waterparks, beach parks,
fishing piers, camping and marshfront vacation cottages.

Thomasville, NC — A Great Place for R&R

nities, including snack bars, concessions and lockers. Also available for
party rentals, the Charleston waterparks are your place for fun and relaxation, for groups of any size.
Splash Zone, located within
James Island County Park, brings
the Caribbean to Charleston with
island-style play structures, 200foot slides and endless leisure in
the lazy river. In Mount Pleasant,
Waterparks and Beach Parks
you will find Splash Island, a water
Kick off your family vacation
playground tucked deep within
with a splash at one of Charleston
the shade of tropical vegetation at
County Park and Recreation ComPalmetto Islands County Park. Here,
mission’s three area waterparks:
slides, sprays, geysers, waterfalls,
Splash Zone, Splash Island or Whirand the Cyclone water ride will
lin’ Waters Adventure Waterpark.
provide hours of recreation for todStaffed with award-winning lifedlers to pre-teenage children.
guards to provide a safe experience,
And in North Charleston at Waneach park offers a full range of ame- namaker County Park is the 15-acre

+ Home of the North Carolina
Vietnam Veterans Memorial
+ Historic Walking Trails
+ Unique Civil War Cemetary

From where we sit you can see it all!
Thomasville Tourism • 800-611-9907 • www.thomasvilletourism.com

In Clearﬁeld County
into the
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I
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S kwoods, Backroads, B

ackwaters
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Whirlin’ Waters Adventure Waterpark

Spring is the best time to enjoy the Backwaters of ClearÄeld
County. It is also the perfect time to smell the blossoms, see the
ducklings and hear the sounds of the wild.
There is plenty of water for all skill levels for canoeing & kayaking.
Grab your gear and set out for one of our many Äshing holes. We
have plenty of room for hunters and the perfect habitat for bird
watching. There are also walking tours available for several of
our downtowns.
Make ClearÄeld County your spring travel destination!

Bennettsville welcomes our military to spend
a few days exploring our historic community.
In Bennettsville you can:
s
s
s
s
s

www.VisitClearÄeldCounty.org

1-866-GO
1-866GOWILDS
WILDS
(1-866-469-4537)

4AKE A WALKING TOUR OF HISTORIC DOWNTOWN
3HOP ANTIQUE STORES AN OLD TIME GROCERY PLUNDER SHOPS AND MORE
%NJOY COOKIES AND A COFFEE DOWNTOWN
&ISH OR WALK THE TRAIL AT ,AKE 0AUL 7ALLACE
)NDULGE YOURSELF AT A BEAUTIFUL
BED AND BREAKFAST

eat.play.stay.
PLAN YOUR R&R BY LEARNING MORE AT

VisitBennettsville.com
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Whirlin’ Waters Adventure Waterpark, packed with thrills and spills
for all ages. Named one of the top
five waterparks in the country by
Waterparks and Resorts Today, Whirlin’ Waters is the largest waterpark
in the Charleston area. Race down
one of Riptide Run’s six 347-foot

surf? Always family-friendly, the
three county beach parks provide
designated swimming areas for
park visitors. Folly Beach, Kiawah
Beachwalker, and Isle of Palms
County Parks offer the area’s only
beaches patrolled by lifeguards, and
include parking, on-site restrooms
and additional amenities.

Fishing Piers

Whirlin’ Waters Adventure Waterpark

Join the locals and
catch some fun this
summer at the Folly
Beach Fishing Pier or
the Mount Pleasant Pier.
Both are prime locations for fantastic fishing, equipment rentals, breathtaking water
views, and a wide variety of summer activities.
The Folly Beach Fishing Pier is a landmark
pier that is home to a
variety of saltwater fishing tournaments. If you
need a break from fishing, enjoy lifeguard-patrolled beach access adjacent to the pier. After
sunset, dance the night
away. Held monthly
each summer, the pier’s
Moonlight Mixers offer
an evening of live beach
music and draw hundreds of visitors from
throughout the region.
Located at the foot of
the Arthur Ravenel, Jr.
Bridge, the Mount Pleasant Pier is the longest
pier in South Carolina
and offers stunning
views of Charleston
Harbor. Adjacent to the
Mount Pleasant Memorial Waterfront Park,
the pier offers not only
some of the area’s best
freshwater fishing and
all needed supplies at
the pier gift shop, but
also tasty dining at the
River Watch Café.

Accommodations

Mount Pleasant Pier

slides, plunge down the Tubular
Twister multi-slide complex, and
enjoy the giant Big Kahuna wave
pool, all action-packed elements
perfect for teens through adults
alike. Children enjoy the Otter Bay
pool area and the Big Splash Tree
House with slides, sprays, interactive play elements, and a giant
bucket that dumps 1,000 gallons of
water.Toddlers delight the in the
tot-friendly Lily Pad Lagoon play
area, and adults discover 870 feet of
winding lazy river relaxation on the
Rollin’ River.
Looking for the sounds of the
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Looking for an affordable alternative to
the typical hotel stay?
James Island County
Park is your destination. Nestled within a
643-acre natural setting
are fully-furnished vacation cottages, equipped with all the
conveniences needed for a relaxing
get-away. Each dwelling has three
bedrooms, plus a modern kitchen,
linens, phones, television, and a
scenic, screened marsh-front porch.
The more adventurous can sleep
under the stars in the park’s own
secure primitive and tent camping
area. Or enjoy the on-site RV campground, complete with full hookups and 24-hour security.
James Island County Park is conveniently located to downtown
Charleston and the area’s beaches.
But, visitors may wish to stay inside

the park to enjoy its endless activities, including the Splash Zone waterpark, miles of paved trails, fishing
and crabbing docks, the challenging
50-foot climbing wall, boat rentals for the park’s lake, and special

We Specialize in
Military Reunions
Complimentary
Downtown Shuttle

events on select evenings.
Let Yourself Go! For more information on Charleston County Park and
Recreation Commission waterparks or
facilities, call 843-795-4386 or visit www.
ccprc.com.

Military
Appreciation
Special 25% off!
Newly Renovated!!!

Complimentary Parking
Full Service
Restaurant & Lounge
Outdoor Pool
State-of-the-Art
Fitness Center
Free High-Speed Wireless
Internet Access
Express Check-Out

Charleston Riverview
843.556.7100 Q800.766.4451
www.hiriverview.com

Enjoy spectacular panoramic views of Charleston and the
Ashley River from the Harborview Restarant & Lounge
located on the top floor.
301 Savannah Highway Q Charleston, SC 29407
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In Clarksville, Tennessee you can’t beat the price of FREE
Robin Burton
VP of Marketing & Communications
Clarksville Montgomery County Economic Development Council
What better way to honor the
courage and sacrifice of our military families than a FREE three-day
festival? In 2003, the Rivers and
Spires Festival began as just that,
a special tribute to the soldiers of
Fort Campbell Army Installation
and the 101st Airborne Division
Screaming Eagles. Now in its ninth
year the Festival is bigger than ever,
and you can experience it all April
14-16, 2011 in Historic Downtown
Clarksville,Tennessee.

Rivers and Spires has become
one of the most anticipated yearly
events in Middle Tennessee. Admission to the festival is free and this
includes all music, art shows, kids’
activities and more.Tickets may be
purchased at the festival for food
and drink. In 2010, a record breaking 42,000 people filled the streets
of downtown.This year is sure to
surpass that, as the list of activities,
attractions, special events and vendors continues to grow.

Taking It to the Streets
Lined with craft and food vendors, five music stages, kids’ activi-

ties and artisan booths, Historic
Downtown transforms each year
as the festival goes into full swing.
Music is a big part of the event,
with at least two artists on one of
the (many) stages at any given time.
No matter your taste, Rivers and
Spires books bands that span the
genres; country, jazz, rock and even
hip hop.
One of the biggest highlights of
the entire festival is the headlining
act that takes the main stage on Saturday night. Past headliners include
award-winners such as Lee Greenwood, Diamond Rio and the Charlie Daniels Band.This year, Grammy
and CMA award-winner Clint Black
is sure to delight the crowd with
hits such as Killin’Time and Nothin’
But the Taillights. In his seasoned
career, Black has had more than 30
singles on the U.S. Billboard country music chart, with 22 reaching
number one. Just like all of the concerts during the weekend, Black’s
performance is free and open to
the public.
Black is recognized for his string
of hits in the 90’s such as Summers
Comin’, Like The Rain and No Time
to Kill. Many also know him from
his appearance in the film Maverick, special appearance on Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition and his
stint on Celebrity Apprentice with
Donald Trump.

In The Zone
We’ve packed enough activity
into eight city blocks that everyone from your two-year-old to your
mother-in-law will be delighted
(and we know they both can be
hard to please)! A complete list of
activities can be found at www.riversandspires.com. Here are some of the
most popular attractions that keep

Placed around the festival are the crowd
pleasing living statues, but be sure to watch
closely, you never know when you might see
them move!

bringing people back year after
year.
Entertain the kids with two areas
jam packed with fun.Toddlers to
tweens will enjoy the Kidz Zone
filled with over 25 inflatable’s and
carnival games. Special children’s
entertainers will be performing on
stage on Saturday, April 16.The Teen
Zone is an area where young adults
can hang out and play skills games,
virtual reality and watch talent
shows. Next to these areas you’ll
find the Green Zone.
Back for its third year, this environmentally-aware area will have

TRAVEL USA
booths dedicated to all things
green. Participating businesses and
non-profit teach visitors about recycling, going organic and nature
preservation and conservation. A
great resource for those who love
the earth and keeping her clean!
An area that appeals to aficionados and the novice alike is Jazz
N’ Wine, Rivers and Spires annual
wine tasting event. Set in an atmosphere that mimics a French country garden, you will enjoy wine
samples picked by award-winning
vineyards from across Tennessee.
Complete with a music stage, this
area of the festival is sure to please
all of your senses. During your visit,
you can sip on red, white, fruit
and vintage wines. For guests 21
years and over, an armband may
be purchased at the gate allowing you open access to sample to
your heart’s content.The hours for
Jazz ‘N Wine will be Saturday, April
16, 1pm-9pm.
The festival is also proud to
honor the community’s diverse
landscape by hosting an International Streetfest. Did you know
that Clarksville represents over 26
different countries? Some of the
countries include Japan, Panama,
China, India, Africa, the Philippines,
Germany, Korea and Mexico. Entertaining for all ages, visitors are
welcome to explore authentic cuisine, dress, song and dance from all
of the area’s cultural organizations.
Be sure to check out www.riversandspires.com to see a full schedule of
events and participants.
As special tribute to our soldiers
past and present, several military
groups host exhibits and demonstrations. See a live Military K-9
team execute drills. Look back in
the past with the local Don F. Pratt
Museum and their historical set-up.
Tanks and military vehicles are also
on hand for children to explore.
Speaking of vehicles, our classic car
show, corvette exhibit and motorcycle demonstrations are such to
keep your favorite gear-head occupied!
Shopping and Dining Galore
Walking around the festival is sure
to work up an event sized appetite!
It’s a good thing there is no lack of
delicious food to be found. Stroll
down the streets and nosh on your
favorite fair-style foods like funnel
cakes, onion rings, frozen lemonade
and giant turkey legs. If that’s not
quite what you are looking for, then
take a short walk over to Franklin Street and enjoy anything from
steaks, seafood, burger and fries to
brick oven pizzas and fresh made
brews. Even the pickiest palette
can be pleased with the culinary
selections you will find while in
Clarksville.
You simply cannot come to Rivers and Spires without getting
some shopping in! During the funfilled three days, you will have the
opportunity to purchase unique
gifts and novelties that you won’t
find anywhere else. The Marketplace at Rivers and Spires Festival
has everything from eclectic home
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items, toys and games to clothing
and jewelry. Artisans from all over
the country come to Clarksville to
show off and sell their handmade
artwork, jewelry and woodwork in
the Artz Galore area. It makes for
an excellent opportunity to buy an
item that will become a conversation piece in your home. Take time
to browse the booths in search of
the special something to take home
as a souvenir of your adventure to
Clarksville!
After you have satisfied your
shopping appetite inside the Festival, there is more shopping to be
found along Strawberry Alley and
Franklin Street. Locally-owned boutiques line the historic area and
offer shopping opportunities that
only the city of Clarksville can offer.
Be sure to bring an extra suitcase
to take home all the treasures you
are sure to find! For more information on where to stay, shop and eat
while you are in Clarksville, visit
www.clarksvillecvb.com. As many of
our local businesses support the
men and women who serve our
country, be sure to ask about their
military discounts!
The city of Clarksville and Montgomery County,Tennessee can’t
wait to see your face around here
this spring. Come and experience
the Southern charm and atmosphere deep rooted in history and
culture, you are sure to be glad that
you did.
For more information about the 2011
Rivers and Spires Festival, please visit
www.riversandspires.com. For daily updates on the festival become our friend
on Facebook (search Rivers and Spires
Festival) or follow us on Twitter (RIVERSandSPIRES).

This is what we call active duty.

Fripp Island, South Carolina offers 36 of the most strikingly beautiful holes of golf you’ll ever play. Ocean Point links
course boasts 10 holes with stunning views of the ocean or inlet and Ocean Creek, Davis Love III’s Àrst signature
course is one magniÀcent panoramic view after another of the great salt marsh and freshwater lakes. Looking for more?
Fishing is available in one of our rental skiffs or, if you prefer, charter a boat and Àsh the Gulf Stream. If that’s not
enough we have tennis, nature trails, Camp Fripp for kids and seven pools to choose from.
All military personnel receive a 20%* military appreciation discount on lodging.
Hurry, great memories are only a phone call away. For reservations call 877-760-0595 or learn more about us at
www.frippislandresort.com.

*Does not apply to existing reservations. Based on a two night stay.
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Escape to Texas
Lubbock is the home of Texas Tech University, Buddy Holly,
unique shopping, dining and a legendary ranching and music heritage. Located in West Texas, Lubbock is also known for being the
Hub City of the South Plains, the
cotton capital of Texas, the center
of a flourishing wine industry and
home to a major health care center.
Unlock Lubbock’s secrets, from
down-home country dining to unrivaled shopping and outdoor fun.
Lubbock’s authentic cowboy culture and vibrant musical scene wait
for you. Whether you’re making
memories with your family, looking
for a romantic getaway or taking
time for some much-needed R&R,
Lubbock offers something for everyone.
Surrounded by military bases in
Texas, New Mexico and Oklahoma,
Lubbock is a popular escape for
members of the military, and is easily accessible by car or from Lubbock Preston Smith International
Airport.Take advantage of special
military rates at several of Lubbock’s hotels and attractions.
Check out www.VisitLubbock.org for
more information.
The Lubbock Area Veterans War
Memorial was created to honor
the sacrifices for our freedom.The
brick and marble monument is dedicated to the veterans of Lubbock
and the South Plains area, and an
adjacent area honors living and deceased members of the U.S. Armed

Forces. Learn the story of the U.S.
Military Glider Program and its role
in World War II at the Silent Wings
Museum.The majority of American glider pilots received their
wings at South Plains Army Airfield
(SPAAF)—now the site of the Lubbock Preston Smith International
Airport.The museum features one
of the few fully restored World War
II gliders in existence.
All five of Lubbock’s wineries
are a must-see when visiting the
area that is responsible for over
70 percent of the total wine grape
production in Texas. Enjoy wine
tastings, tours and shopping in the
winery gift shops. From award-winning wine to stunning architecture,
indulge all of your senses as you
learn the wine making process.
In addition to visiting museums,
playing a round of golf and exploring Lubbock’s nightlife, enjoy
events every weekend. From live
music productions and plays at the
Cactus Theater to a free art gallery
tour throughout the city at First Friday Art Trail, there is always something happening.
Whether you’re interested in seeing
the city or spending the day relaxing,
there are plenty of events and activities in Lubbock. For more information
about Lubbock, the Texas you’ve always
dreamed of, and all the city has to offer, or to request a free Visitor Guide,
call 800.692.4035 or visit our website at
www.VisitLubbock.org.
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Mission, Texas is hometown to Tom Landry
Mission,Texas, known as the
Home of the Grapefruit, is in southwestern Hidalgo County on U.S.
Highway 83. We are located on the
Rio Grande River, four miles northeast of Anzalduas County Park, five
miles northeast of the World Birding Center, and 23 miles northwest
of the Santa Ana National Wildlife Refuge. Midway between the
beaches of South Padre Island and
Falcon International Reservoir, Mission Texas is truly Nature’s Paradise.
Mission is the perfect place to
stage a South Texas getaway. Ideally situated in the heart of the Rio
Grande Valley Mission is home to
world class hotels, restaurants and
shopping centers. Mission has a
yearly average temperature of 74
degrees and offers a variety of recreational facilities to our visitors
including public parks, well maintained tennis courts, swimming
pools, and outstanding public and
private golf courses. Boasting five
premiere golf courses with over
27,000 yards of pristine playing
fairways, Mission is a golf lover’s
dream. So don’t forget your golf
clubs when you come to Mission!
Also, for those who enjoy the
tranquility of nature, Mission offers
some to the most spectacular locations for birding and butterflies on
Earth.The World Birding Center,
NABA International Butterfly Park

and Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley State
Park have created a haven for these
special species and invite birders
and naturalists to their sites by offering viewing stations, watching
towers, interpretive centers and
programs.
For those who love being outdoors, the City of Mission features
world class fishing and hunting
opportunities at the many nature
parks in the area. Anzalduas and
Bentsen State Parks are one of the
few areas in the Rio Grande Valley
to offer water skiing and boating on
the Rio Grande River.
World Birding Center, Mission
is the headquarters for the World
Birding Center which is a network
of nine sites dotted along 120 miles
of river road from South Padre Island west to Roma. Habitats range
from dry chaparral brush and verdant riverside thickets to freshwater marshes and coastal wetlands.
The World Birding Center will be
striving to invite novice as well as
advance birders/naturalists to the
sites by offering viewing stations,
watching towers, interpretive centers and programs.
NABA International Butterfly
Park, Unlike various butterfly conservatories that have been built
across the United States, NABA International Butterfly Park provides

Come visit Mission, Texas — Home of the Grapefruit

Military friendly
Warm sunshine
World class ﬁshing and hunting
Outstanding nature parks
Excellent public and private golf courses

202 West Tom Landry • Mission, TX 78572 • 956-585-2727 • www.missionchamber.com
Follow us on
Greater Mission Chamber of Commerce

(see Mission, Texas page 62)

V isit Smart! V isit Richardson!
Richardson, Texas is a great place for R&R.
Your journey of discovery begins here and can be
as expansive as the imaginaƟon allows. Discover
the disƟnct personaliƟes, Ňavor and themes that
Ňow within and around Richardson.

Just a short ride from Dallas
without the big city prices.
With its central locaƟon just north of Dallas,
Richardson conƟnues to be a favorite with visitors.
Enjoy the mulƟtude of professional, musical, dance comedy, theatrical events
and fesƟvals held throughout the year.

Reunite in
Bay Area Houston

Bay Area Houston offers a wide range of options
for your next reunion with year-round mild Gulf breezes and
colorful sunsets that create the ideal waterfront backdrop
for a memorable reunion.

Lots of relaxing walking and biking trails.
Richardson’s extensive park and trail system
enables visitors to enjoy a natural seƫng as well
as a diverse set of recreaƟonal acƟviƟes.

Richardson supports and welcomes our military!
Whether you’re a Įrst-Ɵme visitor or a long-term fan of the
region, you’re sure to uncover something you’ll never forget!

888-690-7287 • 972-744-4034
www.richardsontexas.org

The Bay Area Houston Convention and Visitors Bureau
offers a wide range of complimentary services.
Call us to get discounted group hotel rates and attraction tickets,
complimentary promotional items and welcome packets.
281-474-9700 or 866-661-4688
www.VisitBayAreaHouston.com
Find us on
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Copperas Cove, Texas welcomes the 108th for R&R!

Copperas Cove offers numerous routes around our city that beckon you to relax
and enjoy the countryside and wildlife.
We offer different bike routes for you and your family to choose from. Our back
roads here in the foothills of the Texas Hill Country are virtually traf¿c-free. Come
bike with us and enjoy our scenic routes and Texas hospitality.
Ride with our local riding team- “Team Roadkill” or venture on your own. Come
and enjoy the bike routes in Copperas Cove.
FRONT DOOR OF THE CITY

254-547-7571 • www.copperascove.com

Shop

Stay

DINE
Let Shenandoah Serve You. Shenandoah offers more than 38 restaurants, seven
hotels and a variety of retail shopping locations including Portoﬁno Shopping Center and
the Sam Moon Center. Shenandoah is proud to host the Footprints in Courage Museum in its
new Visitors Center. An award-winning city, Shenandoah is located along the I-45 corridor,
just 35 miles north of Houston and 20 minutes from Bush Intercontinental Airport.
We offer military discounts as low as $59/night.
www.shenandoahtxcvb.com
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Mission, Texas
(Continued from page 61)

intensive outdoor gardens of native
nectar plants and specific caterpillar host plants.The park also serves
as a natural habitat to attract large
numbers of wild butterflies and
helps conserve the rare butterflies’
native to the valley.
Bentsen Rio Grande Valley State
Park, Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley
State Park has more than 600 acres
set aside to preserve native flora
and fauna along the banks of the
Rio Grande. Facilities include primitive camping sites, boating ramps,
open group shelter, playgrounds,
picnicking areas and bird observation blinds.
Anzalduas County Park and Dam,
is located on the Rio Grande River
in Mission. Its defining feature is the
Anzalduas Dam, yet it is also a beautiful spot for picnicking, barbecuing
and boating. Anzalduas Park also offers excellent birding, butterfly and
nature watching.
Mission is the home town of
several notable natives and residents for among our notables are
Tom Landry, legendary NFL coach
of the Dallas Cowboys, was born
and raised in Mission, and played
for Mission High School, Lloyd
Bentsen, former U.S. Senator and
vice-presidential nominee, born in
Mission in 1921, William Jennings
Bryan, presidential candidate and
former Secretary of State, William S.
Burroughs beat poet and author of
Naked Lunch, lived in Mission for a
short while,Tito Santana (aka Merced Solis), World Wrestling Federation (now known as WWE) star is
from Mission, and last but not least,
Kika de la Garza, former member of
the U.S. House of Representatives.
Mission and the Rio Grande
Valley area are proud of our men
and women in uniform and take
pride in our military tradition.The

State Veterans Cemetery in the Rio
Grande Valley is a special place to
the many from this community
who have served their country.The
Rio Grande Valley is a very proud,
patriotic community and has a long
history of honoring our heroes.
From the Iwo Jima War Memorial
in Harlingen to the Veteran’s War
Memorial of Texas in McAllen we
honor and respect our heroes.
Mission also has some of the best
shopping in Texas from one of a
kind boutiques offering exclusive
collections to major retail shopping
centers with name brands. Mission
is your place to shop till you drop.
Mission is conveniently located
minutes away from major performing arts venues and is a great place
for live entertainment including
musical events, performing arts,
hockey games, baseball games and
basketball games.The Mission area
is full of experiences, and from
art walk, and farmer’s markets, to
breath taking sunsets, your experience will be first-class.
If you are planning your visit to
Mission during the last week in
January make sure and take in our
Citrus Fiesta. Mission has had the
distinction of being known as the
“Home of the Grapefruit” since
1921. Every year, the city holds an
annual parade celebrating Mission’s
rich agricultural heritage.The parade is a citrus theme and features
hundreds of fruit decorated floats.
We hope you enjoy your stay in
Mission and the South Texas Tropics of the Rio Grande Valley.The
Valley is rich with visitor opportunities, offering a variety of outdoor
and indoor fun. We welcome you to
be part of this cultural and natural
treasure that the Greater Mission
Area offers to our heroic leaders of
the Military.
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Walk in the footsteps of Civil War Soldiers
For the Monacan Indians who
discovered it, the Natural Bridge of
Virginia became a sacred site. When
George Washington surveyed the
area he carved his initials 23 feet
up the wall of the Bridge.Thomas
Jefferson, captivated by it, purchased the “rock bridge” in 1774
from King George III, to ensure that
visitors from all over the world had
the opportunity to experience the
remarkable natural wonder.They
painted it, sketched it, wrote about
it. Word got out. And the Natural
Bridge, like Niagara Falls, became an
icon of the new world’s stunning
and expansive natural beauty that

visitors didn’t miss seeing in the
18th and 19th centuries.
Pass beneath the immense National Historic Landmark and imagine it as a shot tower.The Bridge
played a part in the colonist’s defeat of the British when it was used
to make ammunition for the Revolutionary War. From the top, men
dribbled molten lead down through
metal pipes to the creek bed. On
its 245-foot descent, the lead drops
formed spherical shapes and hardened before falling into canvas that
collected the shot when it hit the
bottom.
Continue alongside the creek to
reach the Monacan Indian Village

where Interpreters are on-site from
March through November. Journey
back 300 years, chat with the staff
and learn how the local tribes lived,
how deer, wild turkey, box turtle
and elk provided ample food. Watch
them prepare meals, make baskets,
and tools.
Just a short walk farther leads to
Saltpeter Cave where ammunition
was made for the War of 1812, and
the Civil War. Using cave dirt, rich
in potassium nitrate from bird and
bat droppings, among the mix in
the kettles and hoppers, and water
transported from Lost River, workers made saltpeter for gunpowder.
The Natural Bridge is a
featured site on the Hunter’s Raid Civil War Trail, a
north to south campaign
that began on June 5, 1864.
As part of General Ulysses
S. Grant’s strategy to attack
Confederates simultaneously through Virginia, Union
General David Hunter
marched south to drive
out Confederate forces in
the Shenandoah Valley.To
the troops crossing the
Bridge, the route passing
over it (today’s U.S. 11) was
known as the “Racecourse
of the Armies.” Following
their Lynchburg raid Hunter’s troops returned to see
the famous spectacle.
After wandering the trail
to Lace Falls, go underground to see more of nature’s handiwork.Ten million years of chiseling, carving and
draining have created today’s Natural Bridge Caverns making it one
of the east coast’s “active” caves,
water still flows downward continuing the development of rock
formations.The guided tour takes
visitors 350 feet deep (34 stories)
into the earth, passing by Mirror
Lake, through the Waterfall Room,
the Canyon Room, the Wishing
Well Room, and the Colossal Dome
Room, with one of the largest dome
shaped masses of flowstone in the
east. Down in the Canyon Room
“Hanging Rock,” rests lodged between two canyon-like walls. Along
with the Cavern’s highlights, the

tour guide shares tidbits of local
and natural history.
Back above ground, switch gears
to American and local Shenandoah
Valley history in the Wax Museum.
George Washington,Thomas Jefferson, Confederate soldiers, General
Lee, Daniel Boone, moon-shiners,
Jesus Christ and His Disciples at the
Last Supper, are all perched on narrated sets throughout the Museum.
While there, do the factory tour
to learn how life-like figures are
made for museums worldwide. And
there’s still more included with the
Natural Bridge admission: a Toy Museum, and the evening presentation

of the Drama of Creation beneath
the Bridge.
Visit historic Lexington (also on
the Hunter’s Raid Civil War Trail), a
Safari Park, the Blue Ridge Parkway,
float down a river.The hotel offers
affordable rates, and features mountain views, and the Colonial Dining
Room, serving breakfast and dinner
daily, and Friday and Saturday night
specialty buffets.
The Natural Bridge of Virginia is located on US 11 and 130, just off I-81,
exits 175 and 180; and off the Blue Ridge
Parkway. For special offers, visit your local MWR or ITT office. www.NaturalBridgeVA.com.

Hometown of baseball legend Nolan Ryan
and the Nolan Ryan Exhibit Center.

For info about Welcome Packages including
discounts at restaurants and attractions call
281-585-3359

Laquita Inn & Suites offers a $79 rate for all military.

Special Offer for Military Personnel:
Free Upgrade to a Natural Bridge and
Caverns Combo Ticket
Once owned by Thomas Jefferson, this
National Historic Landmark is Virginia’s
must see destination. Encounter the
immense Natural Bridge, explore the
deepest caverns on the East coast and stay
in the comfort of the historic hotel.
Special offer for active duty and retired military
personnel. Must present a valid military ID.

Special ticket offer and hotel reservations
are available at ITT and MWR offices.

www.NaturalBridgeVA.com
Just off Interstate 81
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Civil War history of Front Royal
The streets of Front Royal were
On the following day, Jackson’s
the scene of one of the greatest ma- army would continue its pursuit of
neuvers in military history. It was
General Banks’ army.Turning west
here that General Thomas J.“Stoneon what is now Reliance Road,
wall” Jackson delivered the first
the Confederates intercepted the
decisive action against unsuspectrear portion of the Union army at
ing Union Forces during his famous Middletown as it retreated from
Valley Campaign of 1862.This fight Strasburg toward Winchester— and
would become known as “The BatBanks’ main supply depot.
tle of Brother against Brother.” First
Unfortunately for Banks, a porMaryland Confederates were pitted tion of his retreating wagon train
against their peacetime friends and was overtaken on the Valley Turnrelatives now serving with Union
pike (which provided limited opforces.
portunity for escape). As the ConHaving marched his men over
federates pursued Bank’s retreating
400 miles in 40 days, Jackson struck army, a running battle left a line of
a blow here that would so alarm
abandoned and severely damaged
President Abraham Lincoln and
Union supply wagons which were
Union General George McClellan
laden with supplies.The sight of
as to divert nearly
the wagons proved
40,000 men away
too tempting for porfrom a planned attack
tions of the Confedon Richmond. (Such
erate Cavalry, which
an attack on the
would spend much
capitol of the Convaluable time lootfederacy could posing the wagons.This
sibly have ended any
delay of his cavalry
chances of a Confedprevented Jackson
erate victory over the
from crushing Banks’
north).These troops
Army at Winchester
were then hurried to
on May 25, and allowthe Shenandoah Valing a large part of his
ley in an attempt to
supply train to escape
track down and detoward Martinsburg.
stroy Jackson and his
Learn the rest of the
Prospect Cemetary
army.
story and experience
Forced marches of as many as 30 the 10 stop Battle of Front Royal
miles a day and the use of natural
Driving Tour first hand with the
barriers denied Union forces mean- brochure available at the Front Royingful intelligence as to the number al Visitors Center at 414 East Main
and location of Jackson’s armies,
Street in Front Royal or download
thus often enabling them to defeat
at www.discoverfrontroyal.com
armies many times their size.
The tour takes about three hours. A
In fact, when notified that “Jackmore descriptive book and CD are
son had just taken Front Royal” on
also available at our Visitors Center
May 23, 1862, Union General Nafor just $10.45 (including tax). To
thanial Banks (located just 10 miles learn more and to complete your
away in Strasburg), is said to have
Front Royal Civil War history tour
stated “It can’t be Jackson; he’s still
also visit:
in Harrisonburg - 60 miles away.”
•The Warren Rifles Confederate
On the evening of the Battle of
Museum — 540-636-6982.
Front Royal, the confederates and
•Uncover more history at the Ivy
their prisoners returned to town
Lodge, headquarters of the Warjoining local residents in celebratren Heritage Society — www.
ing the victory.This afforded some
warrenheritagesociety.org.
of the opponents an opportunity to
For more information and to plan your
inquire about relatives and mutual
Front Royal and Shenandoah Valley getfriends. Many people went so far as away visit www.discoverfrontroyal.com
to think that this battle could signal and to learn more about our events visit
an end to the war.
www.frontroyalevents.com.
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Virginia Arts Festival adds
Flying Proms to lineup
For 15 memorable years, the Virginia Arts Festival has been lighting up stages, arenas and outdoor
venues across Southeastern Virginia with brilliant artistry, spectacular performances and can’t-miss
special events.This spring, a celebration is in the works, from the
beautiful Virginia Beach Oceanfront
to historic Williamsburg, featuring
a world-class lineup that promises
something for every taste.
As always, the pride and pageantry of the Virginia International
Tattoo (April 29-May 1) will be the
centerpiece of the Festival.The Tattoo is an inspiring display of military music and might and a celebration of freedom.
This year the Virginia International Tattoo creates a hullabaloo outside of Scope Arena! Prior to each
show, the Scope Plaza will come
alive with dancers, musicians, and
much more. Interact with artists,
indulge in food from local vendors,
vote in our first-ever audiencejudged piping competition, grab a
drink from the beer garden — it all
starts two hours before each performance proving once again the
Tattoo is more than a show, it’s an
experience.
New to the festival this year is a
patriotic display of a different sort.
The Flying Proms: Symphonic Airshow Spectacular (May 7) will featuring vintage aircraft performing
aerial maneuvers accompanied by
live music from the Virginia Symphony Orchestra on the grounds of
the Military Aviation Museum in Virginia Beach.This unique high-flying
adventure, sure to become a tradition of its own, will offer thrills for
the whole family.
Among the 2011 season high-

lights is the world premiere of
Rappahannock County (April 1217), a new music theater work cocommissioned by the Virginia Arts
Festival to commemorate the 150th
anniversary of the start of the Civil
War, opens the Festival’s 15th year.
Enter the mind and music of Amadeus Mozart and his envious contemporary, composer Anonio Salieri,
in the Tony Award-winning musical
Amadeus (May 20 & 22) performed
by the Chautauqua Theater Company with the Virginia Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus.
The Festival will once again
host some of the world’s most renowned contemporary dance companies, including the incomparable
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater (May 13-15) and the US debut
of Cuba’s vibrant Danza Contemporánea de Cuba (May 6).
Violinist Joshua Bell (April 23)
brings his star power and extraordinary talent back to the Festival
this season for a performance of
Tchaikovsky’s magnificent Violin
Concerto with the Virginia Symphony Orchestra. Closing the 15th
celebration season, the famed Mormon Tabernacle Choir (June 20)
lifts more than 300 beautiful voices
to the heavens along with its own
symphony orchestra in a performance that has dazzled presidents
and people of all ages for 150 years.
Finally, don’t forget about returning festival favorites the Virginia
Beer Festival (May 14) in Norfolk’s
Town Point Park and the PANorama
Caribbean Music Festival (May 6-7),
where steel drums reign supreme
at the Virginia Beach Oceanfront.
For a complete listing of events, tickets
or information please visit www.vafest.
org or call 757-282-2822.
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Remembering Their Valor, Fidelity and SacriÅce
Discover The National D-Day Memorial,
overlooking the Blue Ridge Mountains
and the town that lost the most citizens
per-capita in the United States at D-Day.
The Memorial honors the Americans and
all of the Allied forces involved. Near The
Memorial is Thomas Jefferson’s retreat
Poplar Forest, the Blue Ridge Parkway,
Smith Mountain Lake and the Booker T.
Washington National Monument.
Open daily except on Mondays.

Bedford Welcome Center • Bedford, VA
877-447-3257 • www.visitbedford.com

Escape Cabin Fever this Spring in Shenandoah County, Virginia
Visit New Market Battlefield State Historical Park and Hall
of Valor Civil War Museum—where VA Military Institute
Cadets fought in this 1864 Confederate Victory.

Visit our Wineries and Vineyards, all offering scenic
and relaxing views of the Shenandoah Valley.
Travel U.S. Route 11, a VA Scenic Byway, through
quaint towns with unique shops and restaurants.

Contact Shenandoah County Tourism for more information at
888-367-3965 or visit us online at www.shenandoahtravel.org.
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We’re thanking active and retired U.S. Military members for
their service with a choice of offers. Enjoy either your third
day free on a weekend rental or $20 off a weekly rental.
And as always, you can count on an easy ride with our
premium products, plus savings of up to 25% off when
you rent with AWD # A555098.

Free Weekend Day

$20 Off a Weekly Rental

COUPON # TUGG075

COUPON # MUGH272

For reservations, visit avis.com
or call 1-800-321-3659.

Free Weekend Day Terms and Conditions: Offer of one weekend day free applies to the time and mileage charges only of the third
consecutive day of a minimum three day weekend rental on an intermediate (group C) through a full-size four-door (group E) car. Taxes,
concession recovery fees, vehicle license recovery fee, customer facility charges ($10/contract in CA) may apply and are extra.
Optional products such as LDW ($29.99/day or less, except in Louisiana $49.99/day) and refueling are extra. Weekend rental period
begins Thursday, and car must be returned by Monday 11:59 p.m. or a higher rate will apply. A Saturday night keep is required.
Cannot be used for one-way rentals; one coupon per rental. Offer may not be used in conjunction with any other coupon, promotion
or offer except your Leisure Pass discount. Coupon valid at participating Avis locations in the contiguous U.S. and Canada (excluding
the New York Metro area). An advance reservation is required. Offer may not be available during holiday and other blackout periods.
Offer is subject to vehicle availability at the time of reservation and may not be available on some rates at some times. For reservations
made on avis.com, free day will be applied at time of rental. Renter must meet Avis age, driver and credit requirements. Minimum
age may vary by location. An additional daily surcharge may apply for renters under 25 years old. Rental must begin by 12/31/11.
$20 Off Weekly Rental Terms and Conditions: Coupon valid on an intermediate (group C) through a full-size four-door (group E)
car. Offer may not apply to all makes or models. Dollars off applies to the time and mileage charges only on a minimum five consecutive
day rental period. Taxes, concession recovery fees, vehicle license recovery fee, customer facility charges ($10/contract in CA) may
apply and are extra. Optional products such as LDW ($29.99/day or less, except in Louisiana $49.99/day) and refueling are extra.
One coupon per rental. An advance reservation is required. May not be used in conjunction with any other coupon, promotion or
offer except your Leisure Pass discount. Coupon valid at participating Avis locations in the contiguous U.S. and Canada. Offer subject
to vehicle availability at time of reservation and may not be available on some rates at some times. For reservations made on avis.com,
dollars off will be applied at time of rental. Renter must meet Avis age, driver and credit requirements. Minimum age may vary by
location. An additional daily surcharge may apply for renters under 25 years old. Rental must begin by 12/31/11.

Avis features GM vehicles.

© 2009

Avis Rent A Car System, LLC
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Best Western - a hotel
for every occasion.

Now with 3 types of hotels there’s
a Best Western that’s perfect for
your stay.
BEST WESTERN®
Best Western offers a welcoming and
restful experience. Amenities such as free
high-speed Internet access will ensure a
comfortable stay with exceptional value.

BEST WESTERN PLUS®
Each Best Western Plus is well appointed
with standard services and amenities that
ensure enhanced comfort for both business
and leisure travelers.

BEST WESTERN PREMIER®

Best Western hotels offer discounted rates for government
and military personnel traveling for business or leisure.
Government/Military ID required at check-in.

Stylish designs and personalized
guest services distinguish each
Best Western Premier. Modern amenities
and features such as a contemporary
business center, on-site lounge and
HD televisions promise a reﬁned level
of comfort and service for business
and leisure travelers.

The World’s Biggest Hotel Familysm
Call 1-800-WESTERN®
or visit us at bestwestern.com/programs/govt.asp
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Education that’s as
Mobile as the Military

AIU goes wherever
you go
•Anytime, anywhere*
•Full-time/part-time
•Undergraduate
g
and graduate
degrees
•100%-portable online programs
•Credit for p
previous training
may be considered

1.888.309.4888
www.aiuonline.edu/griffon

* With an Internet connection
AIU does not guarantee employment or salary.

FOLLOW US ON:

Programs include:
IT | Health Sciences | Business
Education | Criminal Justice
Visual Communication
CEC2350793 04/10

